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Abstract

A new contact detection algorithm has been developed to address difficulties associated with
the numerical simulation of contact in nonlinear finite element structural analysis codes.
Problems including accurate and efficient detection of contact for self-contacting surfaces,
tearing and eroding surfaces, and multi-body impact are addressed. The proposed algorithm is
portable between dynamic and quasi-static codes and can efficiently model contact between a
variety of finite element types including shells, bricks, beams and particles. The algorithm is
composed of (1) a location strategy that uses a global search to decide which slave nodes are
in proximity to a master surface and (2) an accurate detailed contact check that uses the

projected motions of both master surface and slave node. In this report, currently used contact
detection algorithms and their associated difficultie:_ are discussed. Then the proposed
algorithm and how it addresses these problems is described. Finally, the capability of the new
algorithm is illustrated with several example problems.

* This work performed at Sandia National Laboratories supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy under contract DE-AC04-76DP00789
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Nomenclature

Atc incremental time to contact

_, 11 local surface coordinates of contact point

a i component of surface normal

B i bucket containing node i

b j component of surface normal

bs bucket size

C3D number of slave node-master nodes comparisons made in 3D bucket
sorting

c k component of surface normal

dins vector from master surface node to slave node

dt current time step

Ix, ly, Iz Index-vector for the x, y, and z coordinate respectively
iboxmi n slice of data containmg minimum x-coordinate of master surface

capture box
iboxma x slice of data containing maximum x-coordinate of master surface

capture box
jboxmi n slice of data containing mimmum y-coordinate of master surface

capture box
jboxma x slice of data containing maximum y-coordinate of master surface

capture box
kboxmi n slice of data containing minimum z-coordinate of master surface

capture box
kboxma x slice of data containing maximum z-coordinate of master surface

capture box

(ix)min pointer into the Index vector corresponding to the first slave node

inside a master surface capture box along the x-coordinate

(ix)max pointer into the Index vector corresponding to the last slave node inside

a master surface capture box along the x-coordinate

(iy)min pointer into the Index vector corresponding to the first slave node
inside a master surface capture box along the y-coordinate

(iy)max pointer into the Index vector corresponding to the last slave node inside
a master surface capture box along the y-coordinate

(iz)min pointer into the Index vector corresponding to the first slave node °

inside a master surface capture box along the z-coordinate

(iz)max pointer into the Index vector corresponding to the last slave node inside .

a master surface capture box along the z-coordinate
lbox number of slave nodes in each bucket

m number of master nodes



tns number of master surfaces

rh unit normal of a master surface

J 1TIi unit normal of master surface i

1_p unit normal of master surface at end of previous time step
g

N'n surface normal of master surface
n number of slave nodes

fi unit normal of the slave surface at a slave node

nb total number of buckets
nbox bucket id for each slave node

ndsort list of slave nodes sorted by ascending bucket id
npoint pointer into vector ndsort giving the starting location of the slave nodes

in each bucket

Pt unit push-back direction at time t

p penetration of slave node into master surface

Rx, Ry, Rz Rank vector for the x, y, and z coordinate respectively

Sx, Sy, Sz number of slices required along the x, y and z coordinates respectively

Sx,i Siy, Siz slice along x, y and z coordinate containing node i
t current time

velocity vector

Vs velocity of slave node

Vm velocity of master surface at contact point

Vx,Vy,Vz x, y and z component of velocity

(Vx)max maximum x-component of velocity

(Vy)max maximum y-component of velocity

(Vz)max maximum z-component of velocity

xi,Yi,Zi, x,y, and z coordinate of master surface nodal point i

XCmin minimum x-coordinate of master surface capture box

XCmax maximum x-coordinate of master surface capture box

yCmin minimum y-coordinate of master surface capture box

yCmax maximum y-coordinate of master surface capture box

ZCmin minimum z-coordinate of master surface capture box

. ZCmax maximum z-coordinate of master surface capture box
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1 Introduction

An increasingly important aspect of large-scale finite element structural simulations is the
, efficient and accurate determination of contact between deformable bodies. At Sandia

National Laboratories, the PRONTO [1][2][3] transient dynamics codes and the SANTOS [4]
and JAC [5][6] quasistatic codes have been used to solve a wide variety of problems involving
contact and other nonlinearities. However in some cases, the range of their applicability could
be increased by improving the efficiency and accuracy of contact detection. These
improvements would be beneficial in problems involving: structures that buckle and fold onto
themselves; structures that have materials that tear and create new surfaces; multiple body
contact/impact; and structures that slide relatively large distances over other surfaces. This
report deals with one part of the contact problem, namely the detection of contact, which is
distinct from the procedure used to enforce contact constraints. In these codes, which use a
master-slave approach to contact problems, contact detection includes identifying the time,
location, and amount of slave node penetration through some portion of a master surface.

The benefits of reducing the time spent on contact algorithms can be significant. For iterative
equation solvers, such as those used in the Sandia codes, inaccuracies in the detection of
contact lead to an increase in the number of iterations required for convergence. These
inaccuracies arise mainly from incorrectly determining the location of contact as a slave node
slides across another surface. For large finite element simulations with large numbers of slave
nodes and master surfaces, as much as 50 percent of the total CPU time is spent using
currently available contact algorithms. Thus, improvements in the speed and efficiency of
contact detection could significantly reduce the total computational cost. More importantly,
these improvements are also expected to allow one to solve problems which cannot be solved
using existing algorithms.

This report reviews the current contact detection techniques used in the Sandia structural
analysis codes and outlines the difficulties associated with these algorithms. A new algorithm
is proposed that circumvents these difficulties. The key points of the new algorithm are that it'

i) uses a fast, memory-efficient global search to decide which slave nodes are in proximity
to a master surface;

ii) does a detailed contact check using projected movements of both the master surface and
slave node to determine the location, magnitude and direction of slave node penetra-
tion of the master surface; and

iii) automatically defines ali surfaces given the mesh connectivity.

In Section 2 a short survey of the current contact detection algorithms and some difficulties
associated with them is presented. Section 3 describes the proposed new contact detection

, algorithm, and in Section 4, an automatic surface definition algorithm is presented. Finally, in
Section 5, example and verification problems using the new contact detection algorithm are

, discussed. Nomenclature used throughout the report is defined on the preceding pages. Two
appendices are attached. In the first appendix, the velocity based contact check proposed in
Section 3 is derived. The second appendix has a complete listing of ali input files for the
example problems presented in Section 5.



2 Survey of Contact Detection Algorithms and Motivation for Current
Work

The contact detection algorithms described in this section are typical for many finite element •
codes, including the transient dynamic codes PRONTO [1][2][3], DYNA[7][8], and
ABAQUS Explicit [9], and the quasistatic codes SANTOS [4], JAC [5][6] and NIKE
[ 10][ 11]. Most of this section specifically reviews the contact detection algorithms used in the
PRONTO, SANTOS, and JAC codes. Difficulties associated with the contact detection
algorithms are presented as a way for motivating the current work. A recent survey of the
contact-impact algorithm in the DYNA codes was reported in [12].

Contact detection algorithms of interest here define a set of nodes called slave nodes and a set
of surface patches called master surfaces. A slave node is simply a nodal point on the surface
of the mesh. A master surface is defined using the side of a finite element on the surface. The
surface topology is then simply a set of nodal points on the surface connected by straight line
segments, corresponding to linear surface elements in 2D and bi-linear, quadrilateral surface
elements in 3D. The master surface patches need not have the same order of interpolation as
the finite element side that they represent. A four-node quadrilateral finite element side, for
example, might be subdivided into four triangular master surfaces with the central node
position being the average of the four corner nodes [13].

Contact detection is accomplished by monitoring the displacements of the slave nodes
throughout the calculation for possible penetration of a master surface. Following contact
detection, a contact constraint is defined so that the slave node is "pushed back" to remain on
the master surface. Based on this description, it is convenient to separate contact algorithms
into a location phase and a restoration phase. The location phase consists of a neighborhood
identification and a detailed contact check. The neighborhood identification matches a slave
node to a set of master surfaces that it potentially could contact. The detailed contact check
determines which of the candidate master surfaces is in contact with a slave node, the point of
contact, the amount of penetration, and the direction of push-back. The point of contact,
amount of penetration, and the direction of pushback define a contact constraint that is theta
enforced in the contact enforcement or restoration phase of the contact algorithm. This
constraint is enforced in the following time step or possibly over several time steps.

Although this report does not deal dh'ectly with contact enforcement, several aspects of it will
affect the contact detection algorithm. The first is that the contact constraint is not necessarily
enforced exactly in one time step for transient dynamics analyses, or in one iteration for
quasistatic analyses. In part, this is due to the necessity of determining contact based on an
approximale or projected configuration. In many cases, an estimated amount of slave node
penetration is too low. Consequently, in the following time step (or iteration) the slave node is
still penetrating the master surface, lt is also likely and even desirable that the contact
constraint intentionally be enforced in several time steps to improve the stability of the
nonlinear equations of motion (or in several iterations to improve the convergence of °
integrating the nonlinear equilibrium equations in the case of quasistatic codes). This implies
that the location phase must allow for the possibility that the contact constraint is not exactly
enforced.



Another aspect that will affect contact detection is that contact enforcement algorithms are
based on a master-slave definition. For algorithms that require a strict master-slave treatment,
the user must specify which surface is the master and which surface is the slave. This choice

' can have a significant effect on the resulting calculation and solution. For example, the
coarser mesh should be designated as the master surface when the two contacting materials

. are the same, as shown in Figure la. If the master and slave surfaces are reversed as in Figure
1b, interpenetration that is not detected by the algorithm can result. The choice of m_ister-
slave roles is less clear when the materials of the contacting bodies are different. A more
general contact enforcement approach requires that two passes be made through the contact
detection algorithm, with master and slave surfaces exchanging roles. This two-pass
approach, called a symmetric or partitioned contact algorithm, is more robust and often
justifies the additional computational cost of the extra pass. The PRONTO codes also allow
the user to specify a factor which partitions the master/slave roles of the contacting surfaces.
For the contact detection algorithm, this implies that ali nodes on the surfaces are slave nodes
and ali element faces on the surfaces are master surfaces.

surface 1

-_ surface 2 surface 2

(a) surface 1 is the master and (b) surface 1 is the slave and
surface 2 is the slave surface 2 is the master

Figure 1. Master-slave relationship definition for contact enforcement.

2.1 Neighborhood Identification

Based on the description of contact detection, an algorithm called "neighborhood
identification" is required to pair those slave nodes and master surfaces where potential
contact is likely. The neighborhood identification phase is usually the most time consuming
part of the contact detection algorithm. Obviously, the most robust approach would be to
check every slave node against every master surface at every time step. Typically, the
distances between each slave node and ali master surface nodes are checked to find the closest
master surface node. Master surfaces attached to this node are then considered as candidates

for detailed contact checks. This exhaustive global searching approach requires nodal distance
• calculations on the order nxm, where n is the number of slave nodes on the surface and m is

the number of master nodes on the surface. Several algorithms have been proposed to speed
up the neighborhood identification phase. These include surface side-set pairing, surface
tracking, bucket searching, and pinball contact which are described below.



2.1.1 SurfaceSide-Set Pairing

One simple and widely used approach to speed up neighborhood identification is to define
subsets of the surface and prescribe pairs of subsets that may be in contact. Using these
contact pairs, a search may be restricted to only those slave nodes and master nodes which are
included in the two subsets. Ali of the Sandia codes currently use surface side set pairing. A
recent extension of this idea subdivides the contact side sets further and has been developed "
and implemented in DYNA3D [14]. This approach is effective when the contact surface pair
has a very small number of slave nodes and master surfaces. For larger problems faster search
techniques are needed.

2.1.2 Surface Tracking

To speed up the neighborhood identification further, some codes including PRONTO use a
process called surface tracking [1,2,6,7]. Surface tracking requires the definition of contact
surface pairs but does not require an exhaustive nxm search between ali slave nodes and
master nodes. The surface tracking algorithms currently in PRONTO and DYNA are based on
two assumptions regarding the behavior of contacting surfaces. First, the spatially closest
master surface node is assumed to be attached to the master surface that the slave node

contacts. This assumption allows a very simple distance calculation to find what is called the
tracked master surface node. Once the tracked master surface node is known, a detailed
contact check for each master surface connected to the node can be made. The second

assumption is that from one time step to another, the new tracked master surface node can be
found near the currently-tracked node. This assumption allows the tracking to be updated by a
local search for the nearest master surface node starting with the currently-tracked node and
moving radially outward. To avoid searching for neighboring master surface nodes during the
calculation, the tracking algorithm constructs a list of master surface neighbors at the start of
the calculation and stores it for future reference. This requires a considerable amount of
memory but is usually justified because a significant amount of computing time can be saved.

A surface tracking algorithm based on these assumptions cannot effectively model two classes
of problems. The first is a structure buckling and folding onto itself as shown in Figure 2.

slave node

"_ slave surface
slave surface

_¢, master surface /_, master surface

tracked master
surface node

time t time t+dt

Figure 2. Surface tracking and side set pairing required for self-contacting structures
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Since the portions of the surface that come into contact are not known a priori, the contact
surface definition and pairing must be done intermittently throughout the analysis [15]. This
extensive interaction by the user makes the solution of self contact difficult. The second class

• of problems involves structures with surfaces that tear or erode. Usually the newly created
surface finds itself in contact with other parts of the structure. The fixed data structure
required for surface tracking is an obstacle for redefining the surface and allowing further
contact.

2.1.3 Bucket Searching

Recently several algorithms using a bucket search have been proposed for modelling self
contacting surfaces [12][ 16]. These global search algorithms are referred to as bucket searches
because the domain of the problem is broken down into buckets (or boxes) into which the
slave nodes and master nodes are svrted. The domain of the problem is first subdivided into Sx

slices along the x-coordinate, Sy slices along the y-coordinate, and Sz slices along the z-
coordinate. The intersection of any three orthogonal slices defines a bucket. Potential
interactions between nodes are determined by looping through the buckets and collecting the
slave nodes and master nodes in neighboring buckets. Typically, a closest master node is
determined for each slave node using a distance check. Assuming-a uniform distribution of
n+m slave and master nodes throughout the domain, the total number of distance comparisons
tor a 3D problem (reported in [12]) is:

I27 (n+m) 11C3i9 : (n+m) L_S-xSyg_ -

After the distance check, ali master surfaces connected to the closest master node are then

considered for potential contact with the slave node. This method for determining potential
interactions implies that the bucket size should be chosen based on the largest master surface
dimension to avoid missing a potential contact, as shown in Figure 3. The small bucket size in
Figure 3a results in a missed contact because the master nodes 7 and 8 are not in the
neighboring buckets of slave node 3. The larger bucket size in Figure 3b results in detecting
the correct contact of slave node 3 with the master surface defined by master nodes 7 and 8.
Based on this observation, a contact problem involving very dissimilar mesh sizes requires
large buckets compared to many of the elements. Consequently, a large number of potential
interactions may be found in each bucket.

A limitation of the bucket searching algorithm is the potential need for a large amount of

memory. At first glance this algorithm appears to require kSxSyS z memory locations, where k
is the maximum number of nodes likely to be found in a bucket. With some attention to
memory management, these requirements can be significantly reduced for certain problems.

li

For other problems the large amount of memory required remains an obstacle. If the problem
domain expands greatly, either the number of buckets must increase (to maintain the same

• resolution) or the bucket size must increase (to maintain the same amount of memory). Either
one adversely effects the bucket search efficiency. This dependency on the bucket size or,
equivalently, on the geometry of the problem domain is considered as a limitation of current
bucket searching techniques.
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/neighboring buckets for slave node 3

_""' _""" _'" _8 ,,,_. ___9

v "4 "s • slave node

__ 72_ ..... ..,, O master node

1

(a) a small bucket size results in a missed contact

neighboring buckets for slave node 3

• __ ___*_.._ 4 9

7wm,_ 3,_ 41_ 5 • slave node• master node,,

• 2

L'..............................................................

(b) a large bucket size results in detecting correct contact

Figure 3. Detection of potential contacts for slave node 3 are influenced by bucket size

Even with these possible difficulties, the distinct advantage that bucket searching algorithms
have is that they lend themselves to a parallel architecture, as discussed by Plimpton [20].

2.1.4 Pinball Contact

Another contact detection algorithm that uses a global search was proposed by Belytschko
[17]. lt is referred to as pinball contact since a circle ia inscribed within each element on the
surface of a two-dimensional mesh. (A sphere is inscribed within each element on the surface
of a three-dimensional mesh). Potential contact is detected simply by overlap of any two
spheres. The procedure vectorizes and therefore is suited to large-scale 3D computations
where fast and efficient algorithms are imperative. To aid this overlap detection, a sorting or
searching technique, such as bucket searching, may be necessary. After pinball overlap is
detected, a more detailed contact check can be used to obtain a more accurate prediction of the
contact constraint. The method was intended for problems where impact is the primary form
of contact. Two dimensional [ 18] and three dimensional [17] problems have been successfully
solved using the pinball algorithm. There is, however, a class of problems where the pinball
algorithm does not work weil. For problems where sliding contact and friction is encountered,
the resolution of the mesh near the surface has a dramatic effect on the accurate prediction of
contact forces. A mesh with varying resolution at the surface gives a poor prediction of
contact pressures and forces. This is a result of modelling a geometrically flat surface with a
series of inscribed circles and is a limitation of the pinball contact algorithm.

12



2.2 Detailed Contact Check

After gathering a list of potential interactions using any one of the searching techniques
described above, a detailed contact check is done for each slave node - master surface pair.

" The following section presents what is typically done in a detailed contact check. This check
_,,termines: (1) which of the candidate master surfaces is in contact with the slave node, (2)

. the point of contact, (3) the amount of penetration, and (4) the direction the slave nod.e should
be pushed back. This overview is presented using 2D surfaces composed of lines for
simplicity, but the theory applies equally to 3D surfaces composed of bilinear patches.

2.2.1 Ideal Contaet Determination

The ideal condition for determining contact is shown in Figure 4. The slave node is
unambiguously outside a master surface at time t and inside the same surface at time t+dt. At
time t+dt, the distance, p, from the slave node to the master surface is calculated by projecting

the vector dins onto the surface normal rhI •

I Ip = dins • fil1 (1)

The vector dins is defined, as shown in Figure 4, from the master surface node i to the slave
node at time t+dt:

dms "- [xs(t+dt ) -xi(t+dt)]]+ [Ys(t+dt)-Yi(t+dt)]] (2)

where (Xs(t+dt),Ys(t+dt)) and (xi(t+dt),yi(t+dt)) are the coordinates of the slave node and

master surface node i at time t+dt, respectively. This normal distance, p, is called the amount

of penetration and the unit vector/3 t = rhI is called the pushback direction, where Pt is

defined to pass through the slave node at time t+dt. The contact point, x, is determined by
intersecting the master surface with the pushback direction:

(Xc, Yc) = (Xs, Ys) + (P (Pr • i), p (Pt • J) ) (3)

master surface at time t+dt
slave node at time t _ pus.hback direction

o.... at lame t • til2 _/

"'..... T_.
4 poi -

" _ "'..k't_ penetrauon, p
master node i ,e'- _t, )

_f am s V-slave node at time t+dt

Figure 4. Calculation of the normal distance to contact point when contact is made
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2.2.2 Pushback inaccuracies

Unfortunately, there are many ambiguous cases of contact that arise because of the
discretization of the surface. The surface is discretized as a collection of COcontinuous finite
element sides in 2D (or faces in 3D). COcontinuity in the geometric interpolation results in a
surface normal that is not continuous. This can have adverse effects on the accuracy of the
contact enforcement. Consider, for example, the case where a slave node is sliding across the
surface shown in Figure 5. One must keep in mind that the enforcement of the contact
constraint is not exact in one time step and could be enforced over several time steps, lt is
possible then, that the slave node be penetrating the master surface at time t+dt (a time step dt
after contact was detected). As the slave node slides from being in contact with master surface
1 to being in contact with master surface 2, the pushback direction is changing to coincide
with the normal of master surface 2. This change in the pushback direction artificially
introduces added slave node motion along its trajectory. This is a direct result of the inexact
enforcement of the contact constraint in one time step. In calculations where friction is
modelled, this velocity can add noise to the solution.

contact point and contact point and
pushback direction at time t pushback direction at time t + dt

_Pt (calculated based on normal distance)

master surface 1_ __

at time t+dt _ '
master surface 2
at time t+dt

slave node at time t k-,'"""_- _ "_
slave node at time t+dt added slave node velocity

due to change in pushback direction

Figure 5. Calculation of the normal distance to contact point as point slides on surface

2.2.3 Overdetermined Contact

Further ambiguity is introduced when the contact algorithm performs the detailed contact
checks based only on the estimated (deformed) configuration. For example, Figure 6 shows
two different scenarios where a slave node can make contact with two master surfaces. Since
the slave node motion is not used to determine how contact was made at time t+dt, two
contact constraints can be defined (one with master surface 1 and the other with master
surface 2). The algorithm, then, must resolve the overdetermined contact and decide which
contact constraint to enforce. This is commonly done by determining which master surface is

most opposed to the slave node surface normal [ 1][7][9]. The surface normal fi at a slave node
is defined as the average of the normals of ali the element faces connected to the slave node. A

master surface is most opposed to the slave surface normal when the quantity Iri • rhl is
largest, lt is common to assume that the most opposed master surface is the one on which the

14



contact constraint should be enforced, so that in Figure 6a, the slave node is contacting master
surface 1 and in Figure 6b the slave node is contacting master surface 2. The most opposed

, criterion is often called the strength of contact check.

• contact point
d

master surface at time t+dt_

"4"x_J fi_slave node at time t+dt

slave node more opposed to master surface 1" Iri • mll > Ifi " rh21(a)

contact point

A

ml
master surface at time t+dt

slave node at time t+dt

(b) slave node more opposed to master surface 2: Iri • rh21> Iri ,_6all

Figure 6. Resolving overdetermined contact by determining most opposed master surface.

When two surfaces are already in contact the strength of contact check can be effective.
However, when the surfaces are just coming into contact, as shown in Figure 7, this type of
static contact check cannot consistently resolve the overdetermined contact and predict the
correct contact constraint. In Figure 7a, the slave node makes contact with master surface 1. In
Figure 7b, the slave node makes contact with master surface 2. The contacts are a result of the
motion of the slave node and are not determined by the master surface which is most opposed.
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conic,point e/

slave node master surface at time t+dt ,at tame t u

/_ -slave node at time t+dt

(a) contact point on master surface 1

.e slave node at time t
contact point x, ... ^

..." m 2

master surface at ti_t y_ll¢ ''_

slave node at time t+dt

(b) contact point on master surface 2

Figure 7. Determining contact point with consideration of slave node's movement.

2.2.4 Undetermined Contact

Another ambiguity exists when the normal distance is undetermined. Figure 8 illustrates a
situation when this can occur. The normal distance measured from the slave node to the
master surface does not intersect any master segment. Intersection implies that the contact

point, x, on the master surface lies between the master surface nodes, and not beyond them as
shown in Figure 8a and b. Current algorithms typically allow an extension, _, of the master
surface so that contact can be detected. This extension means that either one contact is found
or, in other cases, both contacts are detected and a choice between the two must be made.
With either case, the contact point i: still incorrectly defined. This inaccurate determination of
the contact point causes "contact chatter", (see example 5.2).

In this situation, the detailed contact check should identify the vertex of the two master
surfaces as the contact point since it is the closest point on the master surface, as shown in
Figure 8c.

i
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slave node at time t+dt slave node at time t+dt

(a) contact with master surface 1 (b) contact with master surface 2

contact point ,/_

slave node at time t ^ I rh
o.... ml l,I _'"2_

- "..--.,:-..__-".. master surface at time t+dt

slave node at time t+dt

(c) contact at vertex of master surface 1 and master surface 2

Figure 8. Resolving undetermined contact by identifying the closet point to the master
surface

2.3 Motivation for Current Work

Several algorithms for efficient neighborhood identification have been summarized in this
section. These included surface side-set pairing, surface tracking, bucket searching, and
pinball contact. This current technology works successfully for a large variety of contact
problems. There are some problems, however, where improvements in neighborhood
identification and searching are required. Improvements would be beneficial in problems
involving: structures that buckle and fold onto themselves; structures that have materials that
tear and create new surfaces; multiple body contact/impact; and structures that slide relatively
large distances over other surfaces.

In particular, improvements could address two distinct concerns with current search
, techniques. One concern is that nearly ali neighborhood identification techniques are for

nodes. For example, the result of a search is always the closest master node for a given slave
node (with one exception in pinball overlap). A slave node does not always contact a master
surface connected to the closest master node. Figure 9 shows a very simple shell self-contact
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example demonstrating this fact. The slave node 2 is tracking master node 14, however it is
actually contacting master surface 8-9 (defined by surface nodes 8-9). The tracked master
node 14 implies that a detailed contact check would consider master surfaces 13-14 and 14-15
only and not master surface 8-9 as it should. Contact is always made between a slave node and
a master surface, and an improved neighborhood identification should reflect this.

a

slave node

contacted master surface 8-9

8 9

tracked master
surface node

Figure 9. Slave node 2 tracking closest master node 14 results in a missed contact

Another concern is that current global sorting and searching routines depend on the problem
domain. The efficiency of bucket searching is adversely affected by problems that grow or
expand in spatial dimension. Significant improvements in the speed and efficiency of the
search phase could be made if it depended only on the number of master surfaces and slave
nodes in the problem, and not on the problem geometry.

The detailed contact check was also summarized in this section. The difficulties associated

with detailed contact determination included (1) inaccurate pushback direction, (2)
overdetermined (multiply defined) potential contact, and (3) undetermined contact. An
improved contact detection algorithm should address these issues and offer improved
accuracy in determining the contact point, penetration, and pushback direction.
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3 New Contact Detection Algorithm

The proposed contact detection algorithm outlined in the following section offers
, improvements in the efficiency and accuracy of contact detection. The improvements are the

result of a neighborhood identification strategy that uses a global contact search and an
accurate detailed contact check that uses the projected motion of both master and slave

• surfaces. The algorithm does not require contact surface pairing and, therefore, easily handles
self-contacting surfaces, eroding and tearing surfaces, and random contact between multiple
bodies. The algorithm also resolves the ambiguities that arise because of the surface
discretization and from using only the deformed configuration for detailed contact checks.

3.1 New Neighborhood Identification Strategy

The proposed neighborhood identification strategy uses a global search to determine what
slave nodes are in close proximity to a master surface, lt accumulates these potential
interactions by constructing a local neighborhood around a master surface and globally
searching for ali slave nodes that are in the neighborhood. Two global search algorithms are
presented, one that takes advantage of the characteristics of vector processors, and one that
takes advantage of the characteristics of parallel processing. The efficiencies of each search
algorithm are still under investigation. Both algorithms have been implemented on computers
with scalar and vector processors. The algorithm for vector architecture uses a new search
routine developed by Swegle [19]. The algorithm for parallel architecture is an extension of
the state-of-the-art bucket searching technique [12], with a few significant exceptions.

To illustrate the two search algorithms, the example shown in Figure 10 of two blocks
contacting each other will be used. Each block is a cube with dimensions l"x l"x 1". The
centroid of block 1 is initially at the coordinates (0.5", 0.5", 0.5") and is moving with a

velocity Vy = 500 in/s in the y-direction. The stable time step is approximately 1.1xl0 -6 s so
that block 1 moves approximately 5.5x10 -4 inches during one time step. Block 2 is initially at
rest with its centroid located at the coordinates (0.5", 1.5", 0.5"). The symmetric contact

enforcement being used implies that every node and element face on the surface is included in
the contact surface. There are 52 slave nodes (n=52) and 48 master surfaces (ms=48).

3.1.1 Algorithm for vector architecture

A search algorithm using 7n memory locations and requiring on the order of mslog2n
comparisons is utilized for the global location strategy. The algorithm is based on a particle
search technique developed by Swegle [19]. lt sorts the slave nodes by location and uses a
binary search to construct a list of slave nodes that are in a master surface neighborhood. The
search algorithm implemented here depends only on the number of slave nodes n and not on
the geometry of the problem, lt takes advantage of the known positions of the slave nodes and
master surfaces as well as their predicted positions in the next time step.

The slave nodes are sorted based on their current coordinates, with each coordinate sorted

independently. This sorting is done using an index vector so that the order of the slave nodes
listed in the index vector corresponds to their coordinate value, with coordinates ordered from
smallest to largest. For the current example, there are 52 slave nodes numbered as shown in
Figure 10, resulting in the following index vectors:
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52

initial velocity of block 2 491 ,

v2 = {0,0,0} 44
y 45 43

p

36 37 _I i
' block2 _ /" 35

27 _.8 ',9

block 1

-"_x master surface 5 "

19 17
z

le
initial velocity of block 1 11 9

V 1 = {O, 500 in/s, 0 }

2 3

Figure 10. Example of two blocks contacting each other.

Ix = { 1,4,7,10,13,15,18,21,24,27,30,33,36,39,41,44,47,50,2,5,8,11,16,19,
22,25,28,31,34,37,42,45,48,51,3,6,9,12,14,17,20,23,26,29,32,35,38,
40,43,46,49,52 }

Iy = { 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,
27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,
49,50,51,52 }

Iz = { 7,8,9,15,16,17,24,25,26,33,34,35,41,42,43,50,51,52,4,5,6,13,14,21,
22,23,30,31,32,39,40,47,48,49,1,2,3,10,11,12,18,19,20,27,28,29,36,
37,38,44,45,46 }

for the x, y, and z coordinates respectively. A rank vector is also constructed for the slave
nodes, lt gives the location of each slave node in the index vector and is required to avoid
searching the index vector for a given slave node. lt can be easily constructed by looping
through the index vector. For example, suppose a slave node i is stored at position j in the
index vector. The rank vector would then store the pointer j at its position i. For the current
example, the rank vectors are:

,i
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R x = { 1,19,35,2,20,36,3,21,37,4,22,38,5,39,6,23,40,7,24,41,8,25,42,9,26,43,
10,27,44,11,28,45,12,29,46,13,30,47,14,48,15,31,49,16,32,50,17,33,
51,18,34,52 }

Ry = { 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,
27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,

' 49,50,51,52 }

Rz = { 35,36,37,19,20,21,1,2,3,38,39,40,22,23,4,5,6,41,42,43,24,25,26,7,8,9,
44,45,46,27,28,29,10,11,12,47,48,49,30,31,13,14,15,50,51,52,32,33,
34,16,17,18 }

After the slave nodes are sorted by x, y and z coordinate, the master surfaces are processed
sequentially. Th_s processing involves defining a local neighborhood for each master surface
by bounding the space occupied by a master surface at its known location at time t and its
predicted location at time t+dt. Figure 11 shows a bounding box for a master surface over one
time step. Another box, called the capture box is also constructed to collect slave nodes that
potentially contact the master surface.

current position predicted position
(Vz)maxdt

bounding box \
®

capture box ®
®

slave 0 ® 0
node

0 0
®

(V×)maxdt
O (Vy)maxdt

Figure 11. Bounding box and capture box for a moving master surface

For example, suppose the maximum distance any slave node moves in one time step is
(Vx)maxdt in the x-direction. Then a slave node within a distance (Vx)maxdtfrom the bounding

box could potentially contact the master surface. This holds for the y- and z-directions as well
so that a capture box can be constructed, as shown in Figure 11. Any slave node inside the

• capture box should therefore be considered for potential contact with the master surface. In

the example problem, (Vx)max = 0, (Vy)max = 500 in/s, (Vz)max = 0, and dt = 1.1xl0 "6s, so the
capture box for master surface 5 would have the corners:
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Xmi n = 0.0 in., Xma x = 0.5 in.

Ymin = 1.0 - vydt = 0.99945 in., Ymax = 1.0 + vydt = 1.00055 in.
¢

Zmi n "" 0.5 in., Zma x = 1.0 in.

At this point it is necessary to address one aspect of the contact enforcement algorithm that
will affect contact detection. Recalling that a contact constraint is likely to be enforced over
several time steps, the capture box must be enlarged to capture slave nodes with a partially
enforced contact constraint. A distance, Pr, equivalent to the amount of penetration not
enforced is easily computed for each slave node in contact with a master surface, as shown in
Figure 12. The capture box is enlarged in ali directions by this distance, Pr.

contact point and remaining penetration

pushback direction at time t /at time t+dt

master surface 1 r-_ -i __%__,,,

at time t+dt _ "
master surface 2

penetration at time t .._ at time t+dt

slave node at time t '""'"" _
enforced position of
slave node at time t+dt

Figure 12. Remaining penetration due to a partially enforced contact constraint

After defining the capture box a binary search is done on the index vectors to find the slave
nodes that are inside the capture box. The binary search results in two pointers for each
coordinate direction. One is a lower pointer into the index vector that corresponds to the
position in the index vector of the first slave node inside the capture box and the other is an
upper pointer that corresponds to the position in the index vector of the last slave node inside
the capture box.

For the example problem node 1 at position 1 in Ix is the first node in the box in the x
direction, and node 51 at position 34 in Ix is the last node insidethe capture box. In the y

direction node 18 in position 18 of Iy and node 35 at position 35 in Iy are the first and last
nodes just inside the capture box, respectively. Similarly, in the z direction node 4 in position
19 of Iz and node 46 at position 52 in Iz are the first and last nodes inside the capture box,
respectively. Therefore, the binary search would give the following results:

(ix)min = 1, (ix)max = 34

(iy)min = 18, (iy)max = 35
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(iz)min = 19, (iz)max = 52

This means, for example, that the subset of slave nodes from lx((ix)min) to lx((ix)max) are in
, the capture box of the master surface on the basis of the x-coordinate. For the example

problem, the subset or list of slave nodes for each coordinate direction that are in the capture
box of master surface 5 are:

t

Lx = { 1,4,7,10,13,15,18,21,24,27,30,33,36,39,41,44,47,50,2,5,8,11,16,19,22,
25,28,31,34,37, 42,45,48,51 }

Ly = { 18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35 }

Lz = { 4,5,6,13,14,21,22,23,30,31,32,39,40,47,48,49,1,2,3,10,11,12,18,19,20,
27,28,29,36, 37,38,44,45,46 }

Finally, a contraction is done to find the slave nodes in the capture box of the master surface in
ali three coordinate directions simultaneously. To accomplish this, each of the slave nodes in
one list is selected and then checked if its rank is between the lower and upper pointer in the
other two coordinates. For computational efficiency the shortest list of slave nodes is selected,
which can be determined by selecting the smallest of [(iw)max - (iw)min + 1], w = x, y, or z.

For the example problem, Ly is the list with the smallest number of slave nodes, so that slave

nodes/ = Iy((iy) min ), ly((iy)min+ 1), ..., ly((iy) max) are in the capture box if

<Rx(/) < (ix) and (iz) <Rz(i) < (i z)(ix) min -- max min -- max"

To help illustrate this procedure, the first few slave nodes in list Ly are processed as follows:

1) i = Iy ((iy) min) = 18, Rx(18 ) = 7, and Rz(18) = 41.

<7 < (ix) and (iz) <41 < (iz) slave node 18 isinSince (i x) rain- - max min- -- max

the capture box of master surface 5.

2) i = Iy((iy) min + 1) = 19 ,Rx(19)= 24, and Rz(19) =42.

<24 < (ix) and (iz) <42 < (iz) slave node 19 is alsoSince ( ix) min - -- ma_ min -- -- max

in the capture box of master surface 5.

3) i = Iy ((iy) min+ 2) = 20, Rx(20 ) =41, and Rz(20) =43.

' Since 41 > (ix) slave node 20 is NOT in the capture box of master surface 5.Ill ax

, After processing ali of the slave nodes in list Ly, it is found that only the slave nodes
{18,19,21,22,27,28,30,31 } are within the bounding box of master surface 5.

For efficiency on a vector computer each slave node-master surface pair is stored in an array
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for later processing after a vector length of pairs is accumulated. Note that only those pairs are
added where the slave node is not also a node on the master surface. For the example problem
only the following four paks would be added to the array'

( (27, 5), (28, 5), (30, 5) and (31, 5) }

i

At this point an exhaustive search has been done and no assumptions have been made on the
manner in which contact can or will be made. The processing that will determine contact is
called the detailed contact check. In the current implementation of the algorithm, the binary
sorting is implemented every time step.

3.1.2 Algorithm for parallel architecture

The following algorithm is essentially a conventional bucket search [12] with two significant
exceptions. These exceptions are that (1) the bucket size bs is based on the smallest master
surface dimension and (2) a capture box is used to ensure ali potential contacts are gathered
for a detailed contact check. The capture box takes advantage of the known positions of the
slave nodes and master surfaces as well as the predicted positions in the next time step. Both
are described in detailed after the bucket search algorithm is reviewed.

The bucket search algorithm first sorts the slave nodes into buckets, then finds the buckets that
a master surface occupies and pairs the master surface with the slave nodes in those buckets, lt
requires (18n) memory locations plus two vectors with lengths equal to the number of
buckets (nb).

To sort the slave nodes into buckets, an integer coordinate system is constructed in each
physical direction. Assuming that the bucket size bs is based on the dimension of the smallest
master surface, the number of slices (each with thickness bs) required in the x, y, and z
directions are:

Sx = int.[ (Xma x -- Xmin)/bs] + 1

Sy = int [ (Ymax - Ymin)/bs] + 1

Sz = int [ (Zmax - Zmin)/bs] + 1

The three slices containing any given node, i, can be calculated as follows:

i = int [ (x i - Xmin)/bs] + 1Sx
i

Sy = int [ (Yi- Ymin)/bs] + 1
i

Sz = int [ (z i - Zmin)/bs] + l

The intersection of the three orthogonal slices defines the bucket B i containing node i, as II

shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 13. Bucket Bi defined by three slices of the data that contain node i.

If buckets are numbered sequentially, progressing first in the x direction, next in the y
direction, and then in the z direction, the bucket id containing node i is given by;

i

B_= (B_z-l)S_S_+ (B_y- l)Sx+Bx

With the eventual aim of efficiently determining a list of slave nodes within any given bucket,
two vectors of length n are created. One stores the bucket id for each slave node, lbox, and the

other is a list of slave nodes sorted by bucket id: ndsort. Two additional vectors of length nb
are also constructed to efficiently access the slave nodes. The first contains the number of
slave nodes occurring in each bucket, nbox, and the other is a pointer that identifies the first
slave node in each bucket, npoint. The entire sorting procedure can be summarized as follows:

1. Zero the vector (nbox) containing the number of nodes in each bucket.

2. Find the bucket id (Bi) for each node.

3. Store the bucket id for node i in the vector: lbox(i) = Bi

• 4. Increment the counter for bucket Bi: nbox(B i) = nbox(B i) + 1

5. Calculate the pointer for each bucketj into a sorted list of nodes.

' npoint(1) = 1 npoint(j) = npoint(j- 1) + nbox(j- 1)

6. Zero the vector nbox
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7. Sort the slave nodes according to their bucket number into a list ndsort.

ndsort(nbox(lbox(i)) + npoint(lbox(i))) = i
D

nbox(lbox(i)) = nbox(lbox(i)) + 1

For the example problem, the bucket size is 0.5 inches corresponding to the dimension of the

smallest master surface. This implies that Sx = 3, Sy = 5, and Sz = 3 and a total number of
buckets nb = 45. The bucket sort of ali 52 slave nodes would give the following results:

Bucket id for each slave node:

lbox = {31,32,33,16,17,18,1,2,3,34,35,36,19,21,4,5,6,37,38,39,22,23,24,7,8,9,
37,38,39,22,23,24,7,8,9,40,41,42,25,27, I0,11,12,43,44,45,28,29,30,
13,14,15}

Pointer into ndsort giving the starting location of the slave nodes in each bucket:

npoint = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,11,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,23,24,26,28,30,31,
31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,43,45,47,48,49,50,51,52 }

List of slave nodes sorted by their bucket id:

ndsort = {7,8,9,15,16,17,24,33,25,34,26,35,41,42,43,50,51,52,4,5,6,13,14,21,
30,22,31,23,32,39,40,47,48,49,1,2,3,10,11,12,18,27,19,28,20,29,36,37,
38,44,45,46 }

Number of slave nodes in each bucket:

nbox = {1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,2,2,2,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,
1,1,1,1,1,1}

To illustrate how all slave nodes within, for example, bucket 23 are gathered, the sorted
information described above is used as follows. The number of slave nodes in bucket 23 is

given by: nbox(23) = 2. The slave nodes occupying bucket 23 can be found starting at location
npoint(23)=26 in ndsort. This implies that slave nodes at location 26 and 27 in ndsort are in
bucket 23: ndsort(26-27) = slave nodes {22,31 }.

The sorting algorithm above is identical to that described in [12][ 16]. Potential interactions

between nodes in [12][ 16] are determined by looping through the buckets and collecting the
slave nodes in neighboring buckets, using the pointer into the sorted list. This implies that the
bucket size must be based on the largest master surface dimension to avoid missing potential
contact, as was demonstrated in Figure 3.

To avoid these difficulties, the strategy that the proposed search algorithm employs is to
collect ali the buckets occupied by a master surface. Then, using the information obtained
during sorting, the slave nodes in those buckets are collected. This ensures that ali potential
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interactions with a given master surface are found regardless of bucket size (and therefore
problem geometry). In the current algorithm, the bucket size should be interpreted as the
sorting refinement instead of a length measure of the largest master surface. A bucket size

' based on the smallest master surface assures that there will be a small number of slave nodes

io each bucket and admits the possibility that a master surface could occupy m_ny buckets.
q

The collection of slave nodes with which a master surface could potentially interact is
determined in the following way:

1. A capture box is constructed for each master surface, as described previously

2. The buckets containi_:g the extreme comers of the master surface capture box are
determined

iboxmin = rain( Sx , ifix((XCmin-Xmin)/bs) + 1 )

jboxmi n = rain( Sy, ifix((YCmin-Ymin)/bs) + 1 )

kboxmi n = rain( Sz , ifix((ZCmin-Zmin)/bs) . 1 )

iboxma x = rain( Sx , ifix( (XCmax-Xmin)/bs ) + 1 )

jboxma x = rain( Sy, ifix((yCmax-Ymin)/bs) + 1 )

kboxma x = rain( Sz , ifix( (ZCmax-Zmin)]bs ) + 1 )

where xcmin and :_Cmax are the comers of the master surface capture box in the x
direction (yCmin, yCmax, ZCmin and ZCmax have the same definitions in the y anti z
directions, respectively).

3. Ali buckets withha the ranges calculated in step 2 are identified as follows:

Loop from ibox = iboxmi n to iboxn_ax

Loop from jbox = jboxmi n to jboxma x

Loop from kbox = kboxmi n to kboxma x

Bi = (kbox- 1)SxSy +Obox- 1)Sx + ibox

Endloop

Endloop

Endloop

4. All slave nodes in the buckets calculated in step 3 are considered for potential
interaction with the master surface

4

In this approach, the algorithm takes advantage of the observation that the buckets that a
master surface occupies can be easily determined. In the example problem, assume that
master surface 5 is to be processed. The comers of the capture box of master surface 5 are:
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XCmin= 0.0 in., XCmax= 0.5 in.

YCmin = 0.99945 in., YCmax= 1.00055 in.
!

ZCmin = 0.5 in., ZCmax= 1.0 in.

so that the capture box would occupy the range of buckets:

iboxmi n = 1, iboxmax = 2

jboxmi n = 3, jboxmax = 3

kboxmi n = 2, kboxmax = 3

This identifies buckets 22, 23, 37, and 38. The slave nodes occupying these buckets would be

considered for potential contact with master surface 5. Note that only the slave nodes which
are not also nodes on master surface 5 are considered, so that only the following four pairs
would be added to the vectorized list:

{ (27, 5), (28, 5), (30, 5) and (31, 5) }

In the current implementation of the algorithm, the bucket sorting is implemented every time
step in a vectorized mode. A study of the efficiencies of a bucket search algorithm was
presented by Plimpton [20] for a computer with parallel architecture. For a certain class of
spatially compact problems, the bucket searching seems to be faster than the vectorized global
search. Further speedup might be anticipated by sorting every 5 to 10 time steps, suggested by
[12], while storing the nearest neighbors for contact determination in the intermediate time
steps.
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3.2 New Detailed Contact Check

The proposed detailed contact check distinguishes between slave nodes that are not in contact
and those that are already in contact, lt does so to resolve the ambiguities that arise in each

' case. The ambiguity shown in Figure 7, for example, could be easily resolved by considering
the velocity of the slave node. This idea of a velocity based contact check can be extended to

, include a moving slave node contacting a moving master surface, as shown in Figure. 14a. For
slave nodes just coming into contact the velocity based contact check identifies the point of
contact (or impact) and the contact time. Figure 14b shows a static contact check that is used
for slave nodes already in contact with a master surface. For these slave nodes, ambiguities
arise because the surface normal is not continuous. This can result in not finding any contact
when there should be one or finding multiple solutions to a single contact. The proposed
velocity based and static based detailed contact checks resolve these ambiguities, as shown in
the following sections.

slave node

time t solve for:

• time until

contact occurs (dt)
slave noi_ " /",. i / _ • coordinates of
at t'lme t+dt',, / _master su_ace

- at ume t+clt contact point (x)
master surface
at time t

(a) velocity based contact check based on position and velocity

...................... solve for:

coordinates of the nearest
point to surface (x)

slave node urface
at time t 0t at time t+dt

(b) static based contact check based on position

Figure 14. Master slave tracking using velocity and static contact check

, 3.2.1 Velocity Based Contact Check

The velocity based contact check makes use of the current position of the surfaces and the
estimated velocities in the following time step. The contact check is restricted to a moving
triangular master surface and a moving slave node for 3D, as shown in Figure 14a.
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The bi-linear quadrilateral master surface is subdivided into four triangular master surfaces.
The four triangles are defined by the four comer nodes of the quadrilateral plus an added fifth
node located at its centroid. In 2D, the master surface is a moving line, and is just a special
case of the 3D moving contact presented below. A complete derivation of the velocity based
contact check can be found in Appendix 1.

J

The equation of a triangular master surface (a plane) can be written as:

a(x-x l) +b(y-y 1)+c(z-z 1) = 0 (4)

The point (xz, Yl,zl) is a node on the master surface, and a, b, and c are components of the

master surface normal Nm = ai + bj + ck, where:

a = [ (Yl - Y3) (z2 - Zl) - (Y2- Yl) (zl - z3)]

b = [ (x2- x1) (z1- z3) - (x1- x3) (z2- z1)] (5)

c= [(x 1-x 3) (Y2-Yl) - (x2-xl) (Yl-Y3)]

Here, x2, Y2,z2 and x3, Y3,z3 are coordinates of the other nodes defining the triangular master
surface. Now, note that the triangular surface is moving, so that:

[ (Xi(t+At),Yi(t+At),Zi(t+At)) =
(6)

(X i (t) + _iAt, Yi (t) + _iAt, z i (t) + _iAt) ], i = 1, 3

and the slave node is also moving, so that:

( Xs (t -I-At), Ys (t + at), zs (t + At) ) =
(7)

(x s (t) + _sAt, Ys(t) + )_sAt, zs (t) -I- _sAt)

Following these definitions, a time At is sought such that the slave node will be co-planar
with the three nodes defining the triangular master surface. Such a time can be found (if it
exists) by substituting equations (5), (6), and (7) into equation (4) and solving a cubic
equation in At (see Appendix 1).

Suppose a solution At = Atc is found. Then it also must satisfy two conditions for it to be

considered a contact. The first is that the time Atc occurs in the next time step increment,

0 < Atc < dt. The other condition is that the contact point:

(Xc, Yc, Zc) = (Xs + _sAtc, Ys+ 3?sAtc, Zs+ _sAtc) (8)
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must lie inside the edges of the quadrilateral master surface. This can be determined exactly
by computing the local _, rl coordinates of the contact point on the quadrilateral master

surface. Figure 15 shows how an initial estimate _o, ri0 of the local coordinates can bei

computed. Four triangles are constructed by connecting the contact point with the four corners
of the quadrilateral master surface. The contact point is inside the master surface when ali four

' areas A 1, A2, A3, and A4 are greater than or equal to zero and A 1 + A3 > 0 and A2 + A4 > 0. If

this condition is met, then an initial estimate of the local coordinates of the contact point can
be found, as shown by the equations in Figure 15.

rl _ initial estimate of
contact point

/ A4 \

_0 = 2 A2+A 4 1

contact point (_, rl) A 1

rio = 2 A1 + A3 1
master surface \ /

Figure 15. Initial estimates for the local coordinates of a contact point

The logic for these equations is based simply on the observation that (_, rl) = (_0' rl0) is

computed exactly for any rectangular quadrilateral and that the limiting values of
and rl = + 1 are computed exactly for any shaped quadrilateral. If the quadrilateral surface

is a rectangle, then the proof is simple. If it is not, then by observation _ is computed exactly

only when one of the areas A2 or A4 is zero. Likewise 1"1is computed exactly only when one

of the areas A 1 or A3 is zero. For example, suppose A2 is zero then the estimated coordinate

= _0 --- 1 is exact. If A4 is zero tb,en the estimated coordinate _ = _o = -1 is also exact.

If neither A2 or A4 are zero, then the equation gives a reasonable estimate of the contact point

_. Improvements in the accuracy of the local coordinates can be achieved by performing

Newton iterations on the nonlinear equations relating _, rl, and _ to xc, Yc, and zc (see

Appendix I ).

' In certain cases there may be multiple master surfaces where contact is possible. The example
problem shown in Figure 10 illustrates such a case in which a slave node contacts multiple

, master surfaces. For example, the slave node 27 could contact any one of the three master
surfaces connected to node 18. In these cases, a strength of contact check is used to determine

the most opposed master surface where Nm ® (V s - Vm) is minimized. In the example

problem, master surface 5 is the most opposed master surface.
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3.2.2 Static Contact Check

The static contact check is used for those slave nodes already in contact with a master surface.
The contact check is also restricted to a slave node contacting a triangular master surface. The !

calculations are based on the predicted configuration of the surface if the contact forces were
removed from the surface nodes. This predicted configuration would obviously have slave
nodes penetrating master surface elements. In order to bring these interpenetrating surfaces °
back into compliance, the slave node must be pushed back to the master surface. In
determining the push back direction, a distinction is made between concave and convex
surfaces.

The push back direction for a concave surface is determined simply by the minimum distance
to the master surface as shown in Figure 16. The push back direction Pt + dt can be along the
master surface normal as shown in Figure 16a or it may be defined by the minimum distance
to a vertex as shown in Figure 16b. This choice in pushback direction is done simply to detect
an undetermined contact.

A

^

contact point contact point

r_l lml

//_ slave node jat time t+dt master surface
master surface at time t+dt slaye node

at time t+dt at t_me t+dt

(a) closest point is on master surface 2 (b) closest point is on vertex of
master surface 1 and 2

Figure 16. Push back direction for a concave surface based on minimum distance to
master surface.

For a convex surface, the push back direction Pt +at is always along the normal of the master

surface that the slave node was previously in contact with, i.e rhp in Figure 17. In Figure 17a

the slave node was previously in contact with master surface 1 (rhp = r_ 1) so the pushback

direction is Pt + dt = l_lp = rnl. Again, in Figure 17b the slave node was originally in contact

with master surface 1 so Pt + dt -" Ieflp -" !_1. After the slave node is pushed back to master

surface 2, the pushback direction is updated to reflect that Pt + 2at = rh2. This avoids adding

artificial slave node velocity due to a change in pushback direction, as illustrated in Figure 5. °
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'_ #lp =__' - _ contact point" mp=" m 1_-.-----'___" Pt -" l'rlp_contactpointA_/rl_2

a_mr_u_rfa / 1 _ hz _ /_
m ce
at time t+dt at time t+dt slave nodeslave node

at time t+dt at time t+dt

(a) closest point is on previous (b) closest point is neighboring
master surface master surface

Figure 17. Push back direction for convex surface based on previous master surface
normal.

The contact point, X, on a convex surface is found by the intersection of the triangular master
surface plane, Equation (4), and a line defined by the parametric equations:

X = Xs -b S (ITlp • i)

Y = Ys+ s (l_p • j) (9)

Z -" Zs-b S (l_p " k )

Providing that the master surface and the line are not parallel, the parameter s can be found as:

a (x 1 - x_) + b (Yx - Ys) + c (z 1 - Zs)
s = (10)

a(_p•_) +b(fflp •]) +c (ITIp ok)

Just as in the case of a velocity based contact check, there may be some instances where
contact with multiple master surfaces is possible according to the static contact check. Again a

strength of contact check is used to determine the master surface where N m • Ns is
minimized.

• 3.3 Summary of Proposed Contact Detection Algorithm

The proposed contact detection algorithm outlined in this section offers some advantages over
' the currently used algorithm in the Sandia codes. It does so by separately considering a fast,

memory efficient, global search for potential contacts, and a much more accurate detailed
contact check:
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• The efficient global search allows for global contact. This means that added capability
for modelling self contacting structures and eroding or tearing surfaces is now
available. Another benefit of the efficient global contact search is that fewer slave
node - master surface pairs are found as potential contacts. This is possible by taking
advantage of both the known location of the contacting surfaces and their velocities in
constructing a master surface capture box. The capture box ensures that a minimum
number of slave nodes are paired with the master surface.

° The detailed contact check is more accurate in determining the point of contact,
amount of penetration, and the direction of pushback. This results in a physically
correct determination of contact constraints. The improved accuracy has also reduced
the number of iterations required for convergence in the iterative solvers in the Sandia
quasistatic codes.
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4 Surface Definition Algorithm

The proposed contact detection algorithm described in the previous section discussed the
, details of the neighborhood identification and global search, and the detailed contact check.

hnplied in the discussion was the definition of the entities involved in contact, namely the
slave nodes and the master surfaces. Typically this is done using preprocessors such as

' FASTQ [21], GJOIN [22], GEN3D [23], and GENSHELL [24] to define meshes and side
sets. Side sets are a collection of element faces and their corresponding nodal points. The
contact algorithm would then require as input the listing of these side sets (without requiring
side set pairing). In many applications, such as self contact, this kind of input is ali that is
required. For other applications such as tearing or eroding surfaces, the contact surface is
changing during the execution of the problem. In these types of problems, a dynamically
defined surface (composed of all master surfaces and slave nodes on the surface) is essential.

For this purpose, an algorithm for automatically determining the surface of an arbitrary mesh
composed of hexahedral and shell elements is proposed. The surface definition algorithm uses
a data structure that allows the initial surface definition and an incrementally updated surface
when necessary. In the algorithm, shell elements are considered as a subset of hexahedral
elements. For clarity, the following discussion is limited to a mesh composed of hexahedral
elements. The algorithm requires 6 x ne memory locations for a mesh composed of ne 8-node
hexahedral elements and involves two simple steps. The first step is to construct a face id for
every element face:

faceid = ndiag + nmi n × nnod (11)

where nnod is the total number of nodes in the problem, nmin is the smallest global node

number defining the element face, and ndiag is the global node number that is diagonal to the
smallest global node nmin. Step two is to search for all face id's for any non-repeated numbers
which will correspond to the faces that are on the surface. The search is efficiently done using
the CRAY UNICOS library routine wlaeneq [25]. Figure 18 shows an example of a 3D mesh
composed of two hexahedral elernents.

3 7 11

10

e e ent !@
nt 2

1 5 9

Figure 18. Example mesh for surface definition algorithm
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Table 1 lists the 12 element faces in the mesh, their connectivity, nmi n, ndiag, and their face id.
In the example problem, all element faces are on the surface except element 1 - face 6 and
element 2 - face 5 (which have a the same face id of 67).

I

Table 1. Surface definition algorithm example
,,,,,

ii

element face smap

number number connectivity nmin naias (face id)
(iele) (iface)

, ,,,=

1 1 1 562 1 6 18

1 2 2673 2 7 31

1 3 3784 3 8 44

1 4 485 1 1 8 20

1 5 1234 1 3 15

1 6 5 876 5 7 67

2 1 5 9 10 6 5 10 70

2 2 6 10 117 6 11 83

2 3 7 11 128 7 12 96

2 4 8 12 9 5 5 12 72

li 2 5 5678 5 7 67
2 6 9 12 11 10 9 11 119

The result of collecting ali the element faces with unique face ids is a list of the master

surfaces. The slave nodes can be determined by looping through the master surface list and

flagging the nodal points defined by the master surface connectivity.

The array called smap initially stores the faceid of each face, as shown in Table 1. For every

element face on the surface (ones with a unique face id), a zero is over-written in

smap(6*(iele-1)+iface). For those interior element faces (ones without unique face ids), a

pointer to the opposing face is stored in the array, smap:

smap (6 (iele i - 1) + iface i) = 6 (ielej - 1) + ifacej

smap(6(ielej- 1) +ifacej) = 6(iele i- 1) +iface i

Using this surface map array, the surface can be incrementally updated as elements are

deleted. For the current example there are only two opposing faces, element 1 face 6 and

element 2 face 5, so that smap(6) = 11, smap(11) = 6, and ali other positions in smap would be
zero.

This idea of collecting master surfaces and slave nodes into a heap allows modelling of

contact between a variety of finite element types. For example, the nodal points of elements ,

such as beams and trusses can be added to the slave node list. Also, the potential contacts in a

problem coupling the finite element method with other methods can be modelled. For

example, particle methods such as Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [26] or Particle-In-

Cell (PIC) [27] can be easily coupled by adding the particles to the slave node list.
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5 Example Problems

The examples considered in this section demonstrate both the improvements in the accuracy
of contact detection and the added capabilities that are possible with the global search

' algorithm. The improvements in the accuracy of contact detection are demonstrated with an
example of two elastic blocks contacting and an example of contact induced chatter or

, ringing. Some of the added capabilities include modelling (1) structures that buckle and fold
t,nto themselves, (2) structures that have materials which tear and create new surfaces, (3)
problems where multiple body contact/impact is occurring, and (4) problems where
considerable sliding between bodies is occurring. (The necessary files for constructing the
input for ali example problems are in Appendix 2)

5.1 Contact of Elastic Blocks

The example of two blocks impacting one another is a simple demonstration of the need for an
accurate detailed contact check. The new contact algorithm correctly chooses the most
opposed master surface for each slave node in the two cases shown in Figures 19 and 20. The
two different cases are described as follows:

Case 1. The elastic blocks already discussed in the previous sections and shown in Figure 10

are impacting at a velocity Vy = 500 in/s, as shown in Figure 19. Each comer node has
the potential of contacting three different master surfaces, and each edge node has the
potential of contacting four different master surfaces. The new contact algorithm
duplicates the results of the old algorithm by correctly enforcing the most opposed
contacts.

t T '

T

T
500 in/s 1

!

impact (t = 0) t = 0.5 milliseconds

' Figure 19. End-on impact of two blocks
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Case 2. The same two blocks in Figure 10 are repositioned such that a corner of Block 1 is
impacting a corner of Block 2, as shown in Figure 20. The old static contact check,
which is based on surface normals, chooses the incorrect master surface causing both
blocks to rotate clockwise. By incorrectly determining the pushback direction, a large
increase in kinetic energy (from 92.5 in-lbs to 1300 in-lbs) results. The new contact
detection algorithm correctly determines the initial contact using the velocity based
check and the subsequent updated contact using the static based check. This results in
the correct counterclockwise rotation of both blocks.

J

500 in/s _

initial position and old contact _ new contact

velocity of blocks algorithm __4,_ algorithm

t = 0.2 milliseconds t = 0.2 milliseconds

Figure 20. Corner impact of two blocks
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5.2 Contact Chatter under High Normal Loads: Pressure Loading of Two Elastic
Bodies

One of the difficulties with two curved surfaces contacting each other under high normal
loads is the accurate determination of the push back direction. The example shown in Figure
21 has a semicircular rod that is pushed into a semicircular cavity. A pressure load is applied

• to the flat surface of the rod. Ali the nodes on each contact surface are initially aligned with
each other, so that as the pressure is ramped up, the slave nodes on the semicircle (convex
surface) must be pushed back to the vertices of the master surfaces on the cavity (concave
surface). The old algorithm incorrectly determines the pushback direction and introduces
noise (contact chatter) into the solution. This eventually accumulates over many time steps
and results in mesh hourglassing and increased kinetic energy, as shown in Figure 22. The
new contact detection algorithm correctly determines the pushback dire,ction and does not
introduce noise.

pressure loading, p:

P

' ;" I /

bl,
_"- .a _ ,- ...i-.4-.-'i.....i ....t .t_..b..--:•

\ ""_ : : ,_t" "'..7 ; ...:...':"" _,[__1.2_.,_._ .,_._:._,._.I-_-i_iii time, t
v_ ... ....',....-x :.,,'_/ I i L--'_,.,2'-,. .... :
V_'.":. "..:- V "7--q-..-:--'_ 3*"2

•, .. t i _. .\ ."

•..: ." .5.-!" :

";..!.%.!::!!". ....._.... .:' ,'" ...........:.........; .......': _ ...'....-.-/ ....._. }....i.... :.
: :"-:_".',;i ": " _ ! .: ": : " ".. "....,.,'" ; t "'."... _..'_ " : ', ...

: ".."i._?.( i _ ! _ ....i... .::.. .:.""': ! j ",. _ ...i .....".... ; : I"Y'"'_ _ _.... i ...

ii ...._...i-! :_ _ / .i......._.-.!.i_" / i ;

 ixed

gigure 21. Two elastic bodies contacting under high normal load.
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(a) old algorithm (b) new algorithm

Figure 22. Kinetic energy history and deformed shape (displacements magnified by 100x)
using old and new contact detection algorithm
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5.3 Self-Contacting Impact: Buckling of Shell-Like Structures

The following example demonstrates the self contacting capability of the contact detection
algorithm. This feature is important for modelling crash dynamics where buckling, tearing,I

and self contact is common. The elastic-plastic shell-like (can) structure shown in Figure 23 is
intpacted by an elastic plastic plate. The can is 0.25 inches thick, has an inside radius of 5
inches, and is 15 inches long. The bottom of the can is constrained in ali directions. The

22x 11 in. plate is 2.5 inches thick and is initially tilted at a 10 degree angle as it impacts the
can at 5000 in/s.

The contact detection algorithm currently in PR ONTO3D is a surface tracking algorithm that
requires surface pairing. The amount of user intervention required to intermittently define and
pair many contact surfaces would make this problem impractical to solve using the current
algorithm. In contrast, the new algorithm requires two surface ids (one for the plate and one
for the can). Contact between any of the slave nodes and master surfaces on both surface sets

are detected during :_ analysis. The deformed shapes at various times are shown in Figure
24. The self-contact of the buckled can is evident in several locations.

initial velocity 5000 in/s;

fixed

tl

Figure 23. Finite element mesh of an elastic plate impacting an elastic-plastic can
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(a) t = 1.1 milliseconds (b) t = 2.2 ms

(c) t = 3.3 ms (d) half-section at t - 3.3 rm

Figure 24. Deformed meshes of the buckled can at various times
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5.4 Automatic Contact Surface Redefinition: Cutting of a Steel Pipe

In the following example, the capability of automatically redefining the contact surface is
exercised. For this problem, and others like it, the new surface that is generated as a result of
tearing can find itself in contact with other surfaces of the body. The current capabilities of the
Sandia codes do not include a periodic redefinition of the contact surface. The new algorithm

'_ automatically redefines the surface after any elements are deleted.

The algorithm is demonstrated with a simulation of a pipe cutting process. The process
involves a hardened, 0.25 inch thick, wedged-shape cutting blade that is forced through a two
inch, schedule 40 pipe that is resting on a support, as shown in Figure 25. The blade initially
indents and punctures through one side of the pipe and then progressively tears the pipe wall-
s,as shown in Figure 26. The tear is simulated by deleting elements in which the material dam-
age has accumulated to 0.9. The power law hardening material accumulates damage when it
exceeds a failure strain of 1.27 and is loaded under hydrostatic tension [28]. The newly cre-
ated surface is automatically included in the contact algorithm by redefining the surface after
any elements are deleted. As the simulation progresses, the edges of the tear are in contact
with the moving cutting blade, as shown in Figure 26. The simulation continues until the
blade cuts through the pipe at approximately 3 milliseconds.

=Specifiedl187.5 in/sVel°city"_ I

Cutting blade

Cutting blade tip
geometry

2" steel pipe

Pipe support

' No displacement B.C.

Figure 25. Finite element model for simulating the cutting of a 2 inch steel pipe.
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(a) 0.5 milliseconds

(b) 1.5 milliseconds

Figure 26. Pipe cutting simulation results at various times
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(c) 2.5 milliseconds

(d) 3.0 milliseconds

. Figure 26 (cont'd). Pipe cutting simulation results at various times
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5.5 Multi-Body Impact: Elastic-Plastic Bar impacting Bricks

One of the added capabilities of the new contact detection algorithm is the efficient modelling
of multi-body impact without a-priori definition of contact surfaces. The example, shown in
Figure 27, has an elastic-plastic bar impacting a stack of 17 elastic bricks. A stationary elastic-
plastic wall is also resting against the stack of bricks. Ali slave nodes and master surfaces on
the bodies were automatically defined using the algorithm described in Section 4.

For problems where random contact is anticipated, as in this example, each body could
potentially impact any other body. For a contact-pairing algorithm, 192 contact pairs would be
necessary, with each pair having 2n slave nodes. For the new global contact searching
algorithm, one search with 19n slave nodes is necessary. Assuming that each block has
n _-50 slave nodes, 192 pairs would require 192(2nlog(2n)) = 239,843 comparisons, whereas
the new global contact searching algorithm would require only 19nlog2(19n) = 9397
comparisons.

Another important feature of the contact detection algorithm is the spatial independence of the
nlogn vectorized sorting algorithm. The speed and efficiency of the algorithm is nearly
independent of the location of the bricks. This becomes particularly important late in this
example since the volume that the bodies occupy is increasing, as shown in Figure 28.

elastic-plastic rod with

. initial velocity -2000 in/s

y stack of bricks with
zero initial velocity

"4K z wall with _ _ _.:_

zero initial velocity _ o

lD

Figure 27. Elastic-plastic bar impacting a stack of 17 elastic bricks
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', t = 4 ms t = 5 m_

Figure 28. Multi-body impact simulation results at various times
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5.6 Large Sliding Contact: Elastic-Plastic Forging of a Copper Billet

The following example demonstrates the capability of modelling large sliding contact typical
in large deformation forming and forging. The quasistatic axisymmetric forging of a copper
billet shown in Figure 29 was simulated with the program SANTOS. The billet has an initial
radius of 2 inches and height of 5 inches. Figure 30 shows a series of deformed meshes as the
billet is forged. As the billet is compressed, it slides horizontally until the die cavity is filled.
After further compression, the billet is forged around the die comer forming the rivet head.

There are two difficulties related to contact detection in this example. The first is the accurate
determination of the pushback direction of the slave node in the lower corner of the die. lt is
initially constrained on the horizontal master surface as the billet is compressed. Then, just as
the billet fills the die cavity, the slave node is constrained on the vertical master surface. Upon
further loading, gradual adjustments in the pushback direction are automatically made so that
it is constrained to the vertex of the horizontal and vertical master surface. (The current

tracking algorithms do not push the slave node back to the vertex of the two master surfaces.
This results in contact chatter similar to that described in example 5.2.)

Another difficulty arises from the large sliding contact of the material in the billet around the
die corner (shown enlarged in Figure 30). The new contact detection algorithm detemiines the
updated contact point and pushback direction such that the slave nodes on the billet are not
given any added artificial velocity.

elastic die
r=0

i
r

elastic die
lr Im

"_ die cavity

p

'...,,

lm

Figure 29. Finite element mesh of a rivet forging process
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Figure 30. Rivet forging of a copper billet
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6 Conclusions

The current contact detection techniques used in the Sandia structural analysis codes have
been reviewed. The review has pointed out several areas where improvements are necessary
in current contact detection techniques. These areas include neighborhood identification and
detailed contact checking. The neighborhood search should not rely on a closest master node

II,

to a slave node, and it should be independent of the problem geometry. In several cases, the
detailed contact check requires improved accuracy in determining the contact point,
penetration, and the pushback direction.

A new contact detection algorithm has been presented that offers improvements in these areas.
The improvements are a result of a neighborhood identification strategy that uses a global
contact search and a detailed contact check that distingushes between concave and convex
surfaces. The key features of the new contact detection algorithm are:

• The efficient global search allows for global contact. This means that added capability
for modelling self contacting structures and eroding or tearing surfaces is now
available.

• The known locations of contacting surfaces and their velocities are used to construct a
master surface capture box. This guarantees that only physically meaningful contacts
are considered in the detailed contact check. The capture box also ensures that a
minimum number of slave nodes are paired with the master surface.

° The position and velocity of both the slave node and master surface are considered in
determining initial contact. This results in a physically correct determination of the
contact location.

° A distinction between a concave and convex surface is made for slave nodes already in
contact with a master surface. This results in a more accurate determination of the

point of contact, amount of penetration, and the direction of pushback.

° An automatic surface definition algorithm allows for a simplified user input in many
cases. One can, for example, include ali surfaces of a body by specifying that the
material be considered for global contact.

The capabilitites of the new contact detection algorithm have been demonstrated with several
example problems. Several of the example problems have demonstrated improvements in the
accuracy and efficiency of contact determination. Other problems have demonstrated the
added capability provided by the new alogrithm.
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AI Appendix I: Derivation of velocity based contact check

This appendix derives the velocity based detailed contact check that determines the time and
point of contact between a moving quadrilateral surface and a moving slave node in 3D.

The equation of a triangular master surface, shown in Figure A 1.1, can be written as:

a(x-xl) +b(y-yl)+c(z-zl) = 0 (Al.l)

"'le 1.............................i'._:-"- centroid of quadri ateral

(Xa'Y3'Z3) _ _

_. _Nm 7:_-.(x2'Y2'Z2 ) k

tringular _ W\/,¢ / ............... _'_'_
master surface \ _¢'_,,/ ......... - quadrilateral

.................................. _,_-.................................. .o element face
(Xl, Yl, Z1)

Figure AI.I Triangular master surface definition on a quadrilateral element face

The point x_, y_, and zl is a node on the master surface and a, b, and c are components of the

master surface normal Nm = ai + bj + ck:

a = [ (Yl-Y3) (Z2--Z1) -- (Y2-Yl) (Zl-Z3)]

b = [ (x2- xi) (z1- z3) - (x I - x3) (z2- z1)] (Al.2)

c= [(x 1-x 3) (Y2-Yl) - (x2-xl) (Yl-Y3)]

Substituting equations (A 1.2) in to equation (AI. 1) and simplifying:

{xlY3Z2+ x2YlZ3 + x3Y2Zl - xlY2Z3 - x2Y3Zl -x3YlZ 2}

+ { ( YlZ2 + Y2Z3+ Y3Zl - YlZ3 - Y2Zl - Y3Z2 ) x (Al.3)
( XlZ 3 + X2Z 1 + x3z 2 -- XlZ 2 -- x2z 3 -- x3z 1 ) Y

( xi Y2+ x2Y3 + x3Yl - xi Y3- x2Yl - x3Y2 ) z } = 0

Now, note that the nodal points of the triangular surface are moving, so that:

(4)
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[( Xi(t+At),yi(t+At),z i(t+At)) "-
(Al.5)

(x i (t) + _iAt, Yi (t) + _iAt, z i (t) + giAt) ], i = 1, 3
4

If equation (Al.4) is substituted into (Al.3), the result is an equation for a moving planar
' master surface, as follows:

a 0+alx+ a2Y +a3z = 0 (Al.6)

where:

a o = (xlY3Z2) + (xlY392 + xlY3Z 2 + _lY3Z2 ) At

+ (xlY39.2 + _ i_,'39.2+ _1_,3z2) At 2 + (_1_,3_2) At 3

+ (X2YlZ3) + (X2Yl_ 3 + X2YlZ 3 + :_2YlZ3 ) At

+ (x2)?19-3 + x2Y19-3 + XE_'1z3) At2 + (:g2))1_.3) At 3

+ (xaY2Zl) + (x3Y2_ 1+ x3YEZ 1+ g3YEZl ) At

+ (x3)?EZ 1 + x3YE9.1+ _3_t2z1) At 2 + (:_3_'29_1)At 3

+ (xlY2Z3) + (xlY29.3 + Xl)_2z 3 + _1Y2Z3 ) At

.... + (Xl)_29.3 + :_1YEZ3+ Xl_'2z3) At2 + (_1Y29.3) At 3

+ (xEY37 l) + (x2Y3Zl + xEY3Zl + x2Y3Zl ) At

+ (XE)?3z 1+ :_2Y39.1+ _',2_3Zl) At 2 + (g23?39.1) At 3

+ (x3YlZ2) + (x3Y19.2 + x3YlZ 2 + g3YlZ2 ) At

+ (xaY19- 2 + x3YlZ2 + _3_'1z2) At 2 + (x3_'lg2) At 3

a 1 = (YlZ2) + (y19_2 + )?122) At + (_,19.2) At 2

+ (Y2Z3) + (Y2i3 + )t2z3 ) At + ()?2z3) At 2

+ (Y3Zl) + (Y3Zl +))3Zl)At+ (_'3_l)At 2

+ (YlZ3) + (Y153 + YlZ3 ) At + (YlZ3) At 2

' + (y2zl) + (y2g: + 372zl)At + (_291)At 2

, + (Y3Z2) + (y3:_2 + _3z2 ) At + (3?39.2)At 2
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a2= (xlz3)+ (xlZ3+ _iz3)At+ (_i_.3)At2

+ (X2Z1) + (X2_1 + _2Zl)At+ (_2_,i)At2

+ (X3Z 2) + (X3Z 2 + )_3z2)At+ ()_3_2)At2

+ (XlZ 2) + (xl_ 2 + _lz2)At + (_1_2)At 2

+ (x2z 3) + (x2_.3 + _2z3)At + (_2_3) At2

+ (X3Zx) + (x3_.1 + _3zl) At + (_3_1) At2

a 3 = (xly 2) + (Xl)_2+_lY2)At+ (£192)At 2

+ (x2Y3) + (x2Y3 + x2Y3)At + (x23_3)At 2

+ (x3Y 1) + (x3Y 1 + x3Yl)At + (_33/l)At 2

+ (xlY 3) + (xi)' 3 + _lY3)At + (_l_3)At 2

+ (x2Yl) + (x23rl + XEYl) At + (XEYl) At2

+ (x3Y 2) + (x33r 2 + x3Y2)At + (x33/2)At 2

The slave node is also moving, so that its position can be expressed as:

( x s (t + at), Ys(_+ At), Zs (t + At) ) =
(Al.7)

(x s(t) +XsAt, ys(t)+#sAt, zs(t) +_sAt)

Following these definitions, we seek a time At such that the slave node will be co-planar with
the master surface. Such a time can be found (if it exists) by substituting equations (A 1.6),

into equation (A 1.5) and solving the following cubic equation in At:

b0 + blAt + b2At2 + b3At 3 - 0 (Al.8)

where:

bo = xi {Y2 (zs- z3) + Y3(z2- Zs) + Ys(z3- z2) }

+ x2 {Yl (z3- Zs) + Ys(Zl - z3) + Y3(Zs- Zl) }

+ x3 {Ys (z2- Zl) + Y2(Zl - Zs) + Yl (Zs- z2) }

+ Xs{Yl (z2- z3) + Y2(z3 - zl) + Y3(zl - z2) }
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bl = xl { Y2 (Zs- z3) + Y3 (_2 - _s) + Ys (_3 - _2)

Y2 (Zs-- Z3) + Y3 (Z2-- Zs) + Ys (Z3 -- Z2) }

' + X2 { Y1 (_3 -- _s) + Ys (Z1 -- 7"3) 4"Y3 (_'s -- Z1)

_'I(z3-Zs)+_'_(zl-z3)+_'3(Zs-Zx)}

+x3{ Ys(Z2-Z1 ) +Y2(il--is ) +Yl(_s-z2 )

Ys (Z2-- Zl) + Y2 (Z1 -- Zs) + _'1 (Zs-- Z2) }

+Xs{ Y.1(_'2-- _'3) +Y2(:Z3--_'l) +Y3(ZI--Z2)

3?1 (Z2-- Z3) +)'2 (Z3 -- Zl) + Y3 (Z1- Z2) }

+)_1 {Y2 (Zs-- Z3) +y3 (Z2-- Zs) + Ys (Z3- Z2) }

+)_2 {Yl (Z3- Zs) + Ys (Zl -- Z3) + Y3 (Zs-- Zl) }

+ 7¢3{Ys (Z2-- Z1) + Y2 (Zl -- Zs) + Yl (Zs- Z2) }

+ Xs {Yl (Z2-- Z3) + Y2 (Z3-- Zl) + Y3 (Zl --Z2) }

b2 = £1 { Y2 (Zs - z3) + Y3 (_2 - _s) + Ys (z3 - z2)

372(Zs- z3) + 373 (z2- Zs) + )?s (z3 - z2) }

+ x2 { Y1 (z3 - Zs) + Ys (_1 - _3) + Y3 (Zs - Zl )

_1(z3- Zs)+ Y_(Zl- z3) + _3(z_- z1) }

+x3{ Ys(Z2-Zl) +Y2(il-is) +Yl(Zs-Z2)

Ys (Z2-- ZI) + )r2 (ZI -- Zs) + Yl (Zs-- Z2) }

+)Cs{ Y1(Z2--_'3) +Y2(_'3--Zl) +Y3(Z1--_'2)

Yl (Z2-- Z3) + 92 (Z3 -- Z1) + 93 (Z1 -- Z2) }

+ Xl {Y2 (Zs-- Z3) + Y3 (Z2-- Zs) + Ys (Z3- Z2) }

+ X2 {Yl (Z3- Zs) + Ys (Z1 -- 7"3) + Y3 (Zs- Z1) }

+ X3 {Ys (7"2-- :Zl) + Y2 (Z1 -- Zs) + Yl (Zs-- :Z2) }

+ Xs {Yl (Z2-- Z'3) + 3?2 (Z3 -- 7_1) + 3?3(Z1 -- Z2) }

b3 = 3_1{3?2 (_'s- z3) + 373(_2- Zs) + Ys (z3 -z2) }

+)(2{)71 (F_3-:Zs) +)?s (:Zl-Z3) +y3 (Z.s-7-1) }
and

, +X3 {37s(Z2--7"l ) +3/2(:_l--Zs ) +91(Zs--i2 ) }

+ Xs {3?1 (Z2 -- Z3) + Y2 (Z3 -- Z1) + 3?3(Z1 -- Z2) }
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Suppose a solution for At = Atc is found. Then it also must satisfy two conditions for it to be

considered a contact. The first is that the time Atc occurs in the next time step increment,

0 <_Atc <dt. The other condition is that the contact point:

(xc, Yc, zc) = (Xs + XsAtc, Ys+ YsAtc, Zs+ _sAtc) (Al.9) ,

must lie inside the master surface edges. This can be determined exactly by computing the
local _, ri coordinates of the contact point on the master surface. Figure A 1.2 shows how an

initial estimate _0, rl0 of the local coordinates can be computed. Four triangles are constructed
by connecting the contact point with the four corners of the quadrilateral master surface. The
contact point is inside the master surface when all four areas Al, A2, A3, and A4 are all be
positive. If it is inside the master surface, then an initial estimate of the local coordinates of
the contact point can be found, as shown by the equations in Figure A 1.2.

initial estimate of
contact point

// m 4

_o = 2 A2+A 4 1

contact point (_, rl)

AI 1
master surface rio = 2 A1 + A3

\ /

Figure AI.2 Initial estimates for the local coordinates of a contact point

The logic for these equations is based simply on the observation that (_, rl) = (_0, rio ) is

computed exactly for any rectangular quadrilateral and that the limiting values of

and 1"1= + 1 are computed exactly for any shaped quadrilateral. If the quadrilateral surface

is a rectangle, then the proof is simple. If it is not, then by observation _ is computed exactly

only when one of the areas A2 or A4 is zero. Likewise 1"1is computed exactly only when one

of the areas A1 or A3 is zero. For example, suppose A2 is zero then the estimated coordinate

= _0 = 1 is exact. If A4 is zero then the estimated coordinate _ = _0 = -1 is also exact.

If neither A2 or A4 are zero, then the equation gives a reasonable estimate of the contact point

_. Improvements in the accuracy of the local coordinates can be achieved by performing
Newton iterations on the nonlinear equations:

II
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4 4 4

xj_j _ xjrij f 4x-_ (1 + _jrlj_rl)xj

{ _ } = j- 1 j- 1 j= 1 (Al.10)4 4 4

1"1 _ yj_j _ yjrlj 4y - _ (1 + _jrlj_l"l) yj
, j=l j=l _ j=l

with the seed (_, rl) - (_o, TI0). Upon converging on the local coordinates of the contact

point _, 11with _ = (+ or -) 1, they should satisfy

8 8 8

x_= _Nj(_,rl,_)xj , yc=_Nj({,n,_)yj , zt-- _Nj(_,rl,¢)zj (Al.ll)
j=l j=l j=l

where Nj (_, T1,_), j=l,8 are the eight shape functions for a hexahedral element.
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A2 Appendix 2: User instructions and example input flies

Reduced user input is a convenience that is an outcome of the global searching and automatic
surface definition capability. One can, for example, include ali surfaces of a body by
specifying that the material be considered for global contact, or selectively include only a
subset of the surface. Figure A2.1 shows the typical input required for a problem. Reducing
the input required from the user minimizes the potential number of mistakes, which minimizes
cost.

fr -,_
contact material I

contact material 2

contact material 5

contact surface i00

contact data material 2, material 5, friction = .i

contact data material I, surface i00, friction = 0.3, beta = 0.I

Surface 100, materials 1, 2 and 5 will be globally searched for contacts.

Contacts between material 2 and 5 will have a coefficient of friction equal to 0.1

Contacts between material 1 and contact surface 100 will have a coefficient of fric-

tion equal to 0.1 and a master slave partitioning of 0.1
k._ ii

Figure A2.1. Typical contact surface user input.

A2.1 PRONTO User Instructions

Listed below are updated and new keywords supported by the PRONTO 2D and 3D command
language for using by the new contact detection algorithm. The uppercase letters represent the
minimum abbreviation of each word.

• CONtact SURfa_:e

• CONtact MATerial

• CONtact DATa

The CONtact SURface command now has two distinct uses, a paired side set contact and a #

global contact. The paired side set contact is unchanged in its algorithm logic and usage. The
global contact uses the new global contact detection algorithm and can be used to model a self
contacting surface, for example.
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A2.1.1 Paired Side Set Contact
4

CONtact SURface, side 1 id, side 2 id, FIXED, 13,toler

' side 1 id must match a side set on the GENESIS file
side 2 id must match a side set on the GENESIS file

FIXED -1 or the word FIXED will tie the contacts together
13 kinematic partition factor (default=0.5)

toler tolerance for determining fixed contacts

CONtact SURface, side 1 id, side 2 id, _to, [3, _t1, y

side 1 id must match a side set on the GENESIS file
side 2 id must match a side set on the GENESIS file

I.t0 static coefficient of friction (default=0.0)

[3 kinematic partition factor (default=0.5)

_1 high velocity coefficient of friction (default=0.0)

y velocity decay coefficient

A contact condition is enforced between the two surfaces defined by the respective side sets.
The kinematic partition is a relative weighting of the master slave relationship of the two
surfaces. A value of zero implies that the first surface (defined by side 1 id) acts only as a
master and the second surface acts only as a slave. A value of one reverses these roles. The
default value (0.5) gives a symmetric treatment of the contact. If one surface is much more
massive than the other, this variable should be adjusted so that it is treated as the master. By
massive, we mean that the surface either has a higher material density and/or a coarser mesh
refinement.

A2.1.2 Global Contact

CONtact SURface, side 1 id

side 1 id must match a side set on the GENESIS file

A contact condition is enforced between a surface contacting itself and other surfaces defined
using the single side set CONtact SURface keyword and those surfaces defined using the
CONtact MATerial keyword.

• CONtact MATerial, material id 1

, material 1 id must match a material id on the GENESIS file. If no material
id is specified then ali materials are included.

Ali surfaces associated with the material id are automatically determined and considered for
contact with itself and other surfaces defined by the single side set CONtact SURface keyword
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and any additional surfaces defined as a result of repeated use of CONtact MATerial keyword.
If the material id has an element death option, the surface will be automatically redefined as
elements die. Note that the automatic surface redefinition is only done for those surfaces
defined by the CONtact MATerial keyword and not those defined by the CONtact SURface
keyword.

A new command called CONtact DATa is added so that friction and partitioning factors can
be defined between contact surfaces and materials if required. Note that default values are set.

CONtact DATa, id 1, id 2, go' [3, kt1, Y

id 1 must be either "SURface surface id" or "MATerial material ld"
id 2 must be either "SURface surface id" or "MATerial material id"

I.t0 static coefficient of friction (default--0.O)

[5 kinematic partition factor (default=0.5)

gl high velocity coefficient of friction (default=0.0)

T velocity decay coefficient

A[i'surfaces associated with the surface id/material id pair use the contact friction conditions
and kinematic partitioning factor specified. If a part of a surface is multiply defined by a
material id and a surface id, the contact data specification using the surface id will override the
material id specification.

A2.2 SANTOS and JAC User Instructions

Both SANTOS and JAC have the partioned contact detection algorithm installed. At this
moment contact surface pairs are still required (in the same manner outlined in the user
instructions for the respective codes). The improvements in the accuracy of the detailed con-
tact check are available in the updated versions of these codes. After the development of a par-
titioned contact enforcement algorithm, the benefit of using the global contact search can be
available.
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A2.3 Input files

This section provides a collection of the FASTQ, GEN3D, GREPOS, GJOIN, and PRONTO
(or SANTOS) inputs for the example problems presented in this report.

A2.3.1 Contact of Elastic Blocks

• makefile:
I

_bricks.g2d" brick.fsq brick, size

fastq -aprepro -m bricks.g2d brick.fsq

brick.gs bricks.g2d brick, size bricks.gen3d

gen3d -aprepro bricks.g2d brick.g <bricks.gen3d

brickl.g, brick.g brickl.grp brick.size

grepos -aprepro brick.g brickl.g<brickl.grp

brick2.g_ brick.g brick2.grp brick, size

grepos -aprepro brick, g brick2, g<brick2 .grp

bricks.g- brick.g brickl.g brick2.g bricks.gjn

gjoin <bricks. gjn , , _._

FASTQ input:

_title

contact test problemz two blocks impacting

(include (brick. size) }

point 10. O.

point 2 {xlen} O.

point 3 {xlen} (ylen}

point 4 {0. } {ylen}

line 1 str 1 2 0 {ix}

line 2 str 2 3 0 {iy}

line 3 str 3 4 0 {ix}

line 4 str 4 1 0 {iy}

region 1 1 -i -2 -3 -4

sidebc 300 1 2 3 4

exit

brick.size:
I

$ (xlen-l) (ylan=1)(zlen=1) (ix--2) (iy-2)(iz = 2)

GEN3D file:
II I I I

(include(brick.size)}

I translate {iz) (zlen}

" I ssets back i00

I ssets front 200

, _exit l
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GREPOS file: brick 1:

f(include(brick.size)}

ioffset 0. 0. 0.

ichange sideset 100 i01

ichange sideset 200 201
I change sidesot 300 301

exit

GREPOS file: brick 2:
il I I iii

(include (brick. size )) (include (brick. size ))

offset (-0.9*xlen} (l.0*ylen) 0. offset 0. (l.0*ylen) 0.

cha_l_e sideset i00 i01 change sideset I00 i01

change sideset 200 201 change sideset 200 201

change sideset 300 301 change sideset 300 301

_ exit exit|

GJOIN fUe:
' __brickl.g

brick2.g

N

SSETS

COMBINE I01 201 301

COMBINE 102 202 302

EXIT
EXIT

NO

_bricks.g i
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PRONTO3D input f'de:
F I IIIII

r TxT_
Fr.XZDCONTACT_ST PROB

• TERMINATION TIME = .5E-3

PLOT TIMR = .le-5

OUTPUT TIME = .le-5

MATERIAL, i, ELASTIC, .00074

YOUNGS MODULUS, 30E6

POISONS RATIO, •3333

END

MATERIAL, 2, ELASTIC, .00074

YOUNGS MODULUS, 30E6

POISONS RATIO, .3333

END

INITIAL VELOCITY MATERIAL 1 0., 500., 0.

INITIAL VELOCITY MATERIAL 2 0., 0., 0.

PLOT ELEMENT =

PLOT NODAL DISPLACEMENT, REACTION, VELOCITY, ACCELERATION

CONTACT SURFACE i01

CONTACT SURFACE 102

EXIT
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A2.3.2 Pressure Loading of Two Elastic Bodies

FASTQ input:

title •

contact chatter

$ {r=.5} {hz=l} {bX_1}
l

point I O. O.

point 2 (r) O.

point 3 {-r} O.

line 1 str 1 2 0 5

line 2 circ 2 3 1 12

line 3 str 3 1 0 5

region 1 1 -i -2 -3

point i0 {r} {0}

point Ii {hx) {0)

Point 12 {hx) {hy)

point 13 {-hx} {hy)

Point 14 {-hx} {0}

point 15 {-r} {0}

line i0 str I0 Ii 0 5

line Ii etr Ii 12 0 i0

line 12 str 12 13 0 20

line 13 str 13 14 0 I0

line 14 str 14 15 0 5

line 15 circ I0 15 1 12

region 2 2 -I0 -ii -12 -13 -14 -15

scheme 1 c6s

scheme 2 X

eidebc 1 15

sidebc 2 2

sidebc I00 3 1

linebc Ii 12

exit

GEN3D file:
I

_ translate I0 i. )
exit

i
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PRONTO3D input rue:
I II m

rttitle
chatter test problem

termination time .0025

plot time .00001

output time .00001

write restart .001

material 1 elastic .00074

yo_ulge modulus 30e6

poissons ratio .3

end

material 2 elastic .00074

yo_ulgs modulus 30e6

poissons ratio .3

end

contact surface 1 2

pressure i00 50 i.

function 50

O. O.

.00015 20000.

.01 20000.

end

no displacement y ii

no displacement x Ii

exit
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A2.3.3 Buckling of a Shell-like Structures

makefile:
I1|1

-_can.g2dz ca_.feq can.size

fastq -aprepro -m can.g2d can. fsq

can.gz can.g2d can.gen3d can.size

gen3d -aprepro can.g2d can.g <can.gen,_d

block.g2d_ block.fsq can.size

fastq -aprepro -m block.g2d block.fsq

block.gs block.g2d block.gen3d can. size

gen3d -aprepro block.g2d block.g _ block.gen3d

can block.gs can.g block.g can_block.gin

gJoin _ calk_block.gJn

FASTQ input for can:
I

_title

self contact test

(include (can. size) )

point 1 0 0

point 2 (rad) O.

point 3 (rad+t} O.

point 4 (-rad) O.

point 5 (-rad-t) O.

line 1 str 2 3 0 {ithick)

line 2 circ 2 4 1 {irad)

line 3 str 4 5 0 {ithick}

line _ circ 3 5 1 {irad)

region 1 1 -i -2 -3 -4

line 5 circ 4 2 1 {irad)

line 6 circ 5 3 1 (irad}

$ half can

region 2 3 -i -5 -3 -6

sidebc 1 2 5

sidebc 2 4 6 _ai
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FASTQinputfor block:

,e-titl e •
self contact test problem

(include(can.size))

point 1 {rad+e} {-(rad+e)}

point 2 (-(rad+e)} {-(rad+e)}

point 3 {-(rad+e)} {rad+e)

point 4 {rad+e} {rad+e}

line 1 str 1 2 0 (isq}

line 2 s_r 2 3 0 {isq}

line 3 str 3 4 0 (isq}

line 4 str 4 1 0 {isq}

region 1 2 -I -2 -3 _4

sidebc I000 1 2 3 4

exit

i

cansize:
II

length of _/lender {cyllen=15}number of elements in cylinder {icyl=40}

block {e = 2) inr= {isq = 28}

number of elements in block thick {iblkt =S } block thickness (blkt=2.5}

block angle (angle=lO}

GEN3D file for can:
_ I II

translate {icyl} {cyllen}

sideset front 4

nodeset _;ack I00

exit

GEN3D file for block:
IIIIII q

r {include (can. size) }

translate {iblkt} {blkt}

revolve y (180+angle)

revcen O. O. O.

offset O. O. {tand(angle)*(rad+t)+.Ol}

sideset front 3

_b_ exit iiiiiii

GJOIN f'de"
n

rcan.g •
• block, g

no

seers

combine 1 2 4

combine 3 i000

exit

exit

no

can block, g
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PRONTO3D input file:

title

self contact test problem

hourglass stiffness .01 .03

TERMINATION TIME = .004

READ RESTART = .002

WRITE RESTART = .00005 f

PLOT TIME = .0001

OUTPUT TIME = .00001

MATERIAL, I, ELASTIC plastic; •00074

YOUNGS MODULUS, 30E6

POISONS RATIO, •3333

hardening modulus 0.

yields stre_s 30000

beta = 1

END

MATERIAL, 2, ELASTIC plastic, .00074

YOUNGS MODULUS, 30E6

POISONS RATIO, .3333

hardening modulus 0.

yields stress 30000

beta = 1

END

MATERIAL, 3, ELASTIC plastic, .00074

YOUNGS MODULUS, 30E6

POISONS RATIO, .3333

hardening modulus 0.

yields stress 30000

beta = 1

END

contact surface 1

contact surface 3

INITIAL VELOCITY MATERIAL 2 0., 0. -5000.

no displacemt x I00

no displacemt y i00

no displacemt z i00

PLOT ELEMXNT =

PLOT NODAL DISPLACEMENT, VELOCITY, ACCELERATION

plot state = e_s

EXIT
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A2.3.4 Cutting of a Steel Pipe

makefile:

bladel.g2dz bladel.fsq blade.size

fastq -aprepro -m bladel.g2d bladel.fsq

bladel.gt bladel.g2d blade.size bladel.gen3d
gen3d -aprepro bladel.g2d bladel.g <bladel.gen3d

edge.g2dt edge.fsq blade.size
fastq -aprepro -medge.g2d edge.fsq

edgel.g3z edge.g2d blade.size edgel.gen3d
gen3d -aprepro odge.g2d edgol.g3 < edgel.gen3d

edgel.g31s edgel.g3 edgol.grp blade.size

grepos -aprepro edgel.g3 edgel.g31 < edgel.g_

edgel.g_ edgel.g31 edgell.grp blade.size
gropes -aprepro edgel.g31 edgel.g < edgell.grp

edge2.g3z edge.g2d blade.size edge2.gen3d
gen3d -aprepro odge.g2d edge2.g3 < edge2.gen3d

edge2.g31:edge2.g3 edge2.grp blade.size
gropes -aprepro edge2.g3 odge2.g31 < edge2.grp

edge2.g_ oclge2.g31 edge2l.grp blade.slze
gropes -aprepro edge2.g31 ed_e2.g < edge21.grp

edge3.g3_ edge.g2d blade.size edge3.gen3d

gen3d -aprepro edge.g2d edge3.g3 < edge3.gen3d

edge3.g31z edge3.g3 edge3.grp blade.size

grepos -aprepro edge3.g3 edge3.g31 < edge3.grp

edge3.gz edge3.g31 edge31.grp blade.size

grepos -aprepro e_e3.g31 ed_e3.g < edge31.grp

edge4.g3= edge.g2d blade.size edge4.gen3d
gen3d -aprepro edge.g2d edge4.g3 < edge4.gen3d

edge4.g31:edge4.g3 edge4.gz_ blade.size

gropes -aprepro edge4.g3 edge4.g31 < edge4.grp

edge4.g_ edge4.g31 edge41.grp blade.size

grepos -aprepro edge4.g31 odgo4.g < edgo41.grp

edge5.g3_ edge.g2d blade.size edge5.gen3d
gen3d -aprepro edge.g2d edgeS.g3 < edgeS,gen3d

edgeS.g31:edgeS.g3 edgeS.gtp blade.size

gropes -aprepro edgeS.g3 edge5.g31 < edgeS.gtp

edgeS.g: edgeS.g31 ed_eSl.grp blade.size

gropes -aprepro edgeS.g31 _mS.g < edgeSl.grp
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makefile (contd):

blade.g3_ bladel.g edgel.g edge2.g edge3.g edge4.g edgeS.g blade.gin

gJoin < blade.gin

blade.gz blade.g3 blade.grp

grepos -aprepro blade.g3 blade.g < blade.grp
4

pipel.g2d_ pipel.fsq blade.size pipe.size

fastq -aprepro -m pipel.g2d pipel.fsq

pipel.g3t pipel.g2d blade.size pipe.size pipel.gen3d

gen3d -aprepro pipel.g2d pipel.g3 <pipel.gen3d

pipel.gz pipel.g3 pipel.grp

grepos -aprepro pipel.g3 pipel.g < pipel.grp

pipe2.g2dz pipe2.fsq blade.size pipe.size

fastq -aprepro -m pipe2.g2d pipe2.fsq

pipe2.g3z pipe2.g2d blade.size pipe.size pipe2.gen3d

gen3d -aprepro pipe2.g2d pipe2.g3 <pipe2.gen3d

pipe2.gs pipe2.g3 pipe2.grp

grepos -aprepro pipe2.g3 pipe2.g < pipe2.grp

clamp.g2d_ clam_.fsq blade.size pipe.size clamp.size

fastq -aprepro -m clamp.g2d clam_.fsq

clamp.g3_ clam_.g2d blade.size pipe.size clamp.size clamp.gen3d

gen3d -aprepro clamp.g2d clamp.g3 <clamp.gen3d

clamp.g_ clamp.g3 blade.size clamp.size clamp.grp

grepos -aprepro clamp.g3 clamp.g < clamp.grp

pcut.gz blade.g pipel.g pipe2.g clamp.g

gJoin < pcut.gJn
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FASTQ input for blade 1"
III

• title
• pipe cutter blade

{include (blade. size ) )

% point 1 -2.594 0.312

point 2 2.716 0.312

point 3 (x3} (y3}

point 4 (x4} (y4}

point 5 {xS} {yS}

point 6 (x6} (y6)

point 7 (x7} {yT)

point 8 {x8} (y8}

point 9 {x9} (y9)

point i0 (0.5*(x8+x9)} {y8+O.7*abs(xS-x9) }

point 11 (O.S*(x8+x9)} (y8-0.068)

line 1 str 1 2 0 {3"ii)

line 2 str 2 3 0 {4"ii) 0.9

line 3 str 3 4 0 (2"ii}

line 4 str 4 8 0 {lO*il} 0.8

line 5 circ ii 8 i0 (3"ii) 1.17647

line 6 circ 9 ii i0 (3"ii) 0.85

line 7 str 9 6 0 (lO*il) 1.25

line 8 str 6 7 0 (3"ii)

line 9 str 1 7 0 (4"ii) 0.9

region 1 I -I -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9

scheme 1 X6s

nodebc 200 1

exit

GEN3D file for blade 1:

translate (i2) (bthickl2.+.O02)

nsets back I00

ssets front 20

exit

blade.size:

_$ (il=l) (i2=2} (bthick=0.25)

$ (x3=2.716) (y3=-2.1715}

$ (x4=1.5} (y4=-2.286)

$ (x5=0.156} (y5=-3.63}

$ (x6=-I.0409} {y6=-2.4331}

$ (x7=-2.594} (y7=-2.175}

t $ (x8=0.288583} (y8=-3.497417}

$ (x9=0.023417} (y9=-3.497417}
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FASTQ input for edge:

title

pipe cutter blade edge

{include (blade. size ) }

point 1 0.002 0.0

point 2 -0.125 0.0

point 3 -0.02 -0.2

point 4 0.002 -0.216B

point B 0.002 -0.205

line i str 1 2 0 {i2}

line 2 str 2 3 0 {2"i2} 0.8

line 3 circ 3 4 5 2

line 4 str 4 1 0 (2"i2} 1.4

region 1 1 -I -2 -3 -4

scheme 1 X6

nodebc I00 4

sidebc i0 2 3

exit

GEN3D file for edge 1"

{include (blade. size) }

translate {2"ii), {x3-x4}

exit

GREPOS flies for edge 1:

{include (blade. size) }
r

offset spline
I

slope left {atan(abs(y4-y3)/abs(x4-x3) ) }

slope right (atan(abs (y4-y3)/abs (x4-x3)) )

0.00. O.

{-abs(x4-x3)} 0.0 {-abs(y3-y4)}

end

exit

I I

revcen 0.0 0.0 0.0

revolve y 90.

offset x {x3} y (y3} z {-bthick/2.0}

exit II

GEN3D file for edge2:

{include (blade. size) } )

translate (lO*il}, {x4-x8} 0.8

exit
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GREPOS files for edge2:

( include (bl ade. s ize ) )

offset spline

, slope left (atan(abs (¥5-y4)/abs (xS-x4)) )

slope right (draft(abs (yS-y4)/abs (xS-x4)) )

0.00. O.

(-abs(xS-x4)) 0.0 (-abs(¥_-¥5)}

end

exit

revcen 0.0 0.0 0.0

revolve y 90.

offset x (x4) y (y4) z (-bthick/2.0} /
exit

IIIIIII

GEN3D file for edge3:

C (include (blade. size) ) )

translate (lO*il}, (x9-x6) 1.25

exit

GREPOS files for edge3:

(include (blade. size) )

offset spline

slope left (atala(abs (y6-yS)/abs (x6-x5)) )

slope right (atan(abs(y6-y5)/abs (x6-x5)) }

0.00. O.

{-abs(x6-xS)) 0.0 (abs(y5-y6))

end

exit

f (include (blade. size) )

|revcen 0.0 0.0 0.0m

I revolve y 90.

loffset x (x9) y _'9) z (-bthick/2.0)

exit i

GEN3D file for edge4:
I

(include (blade .size) ) )

ttranslate {3 il), (x6-xT}

exit

II
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GREPOS files for edge4:

(include (blade •size) )

offset spline

slope left {atan(abs(yT-y6)/abs(xT-x6))}

slope right (atan(abs (y7-y6)/abs (xT-x6)) }

0.00. O.

(-abs(xT-x6)} 0.0 (abs(y6-yT)}

end

exit

)
_ (include (blade. size) )

revcen 0.0 0.0 0.0

revolve y 90.

offset x (x6} y (y6} z (-bthick/2.0)

exit

GEN3D file for edge5:
I

C (include (blade •size) )

translate {6"ii}, {abs(x8-x9)}

exit

GREPOS files for edge5:

"(include(blade.size))

offset spline

slope top 0.0 (atan(abs(yS-y4)/abs(xS-x4)))

slope bottom 0.0 {-atan(abs(yS-y4)/abs(x5-x4))}

0.00.00.0

$ {abs(x8-x9)/4.0} 0.0 -0.048083261

(-abs(x8-x9)/2.0} 0.0 -0.068

$ {3.0*abs(x8-x9)/4.0} 0.0 -0.048083261

(-abs(x8-x9)} 0.0 0.0

end

exit

revcen 0.0 0.0 0.0

revolve y 90.

offset x {x8) y {y8) z (-bthick/2.0)

exit
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GJOIN file for blade:

r blade1, g
,_ edgel, g

combine . 000001

cosine exit

exit

yes

edge2, g

combine .000001

combine exit

exit

yes

edge3, g

combine .000001

combine exit

exit

yes

edge4, g

combine .000001

combine exit

exit

yes

edge5, g

combine .Ol

combine exit

exit

no

blade, g3

GREPOS file for blade:
IIIIIII I

C ffset y -0.064

exit

III
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FASTQ input for pipel:

title

pipe

(include (pipe. size) )

{include (blade. size ))
e

point 1 (xS) (y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.) - pr - pr)

point 2 {xS} (y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.) -pt }

point 3 (x5} {y5- (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.))

point a (xS) {y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.) - 2*pr -pt )

point 5 (xS} (y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.) - 2*pr -2*pr}

line 1 str 2 3 0 (ithick)

line 2 circ 2 4 1 (irad)

line 3 str 4 5 0 {ithick}

line 4 circ 3 5 1 {irad)

line 5 circ 4 2 1 (irad}

line 6 circ 5 3 1 (irad)

region 1 2 -I -2 -3 -4

region 2 3 -i -5 -3 -6

exit

pipe.size:

$ (ithicks4)(irad=50) (pr_1.0335) (pt_0.154)

$ {ithick2=2} (irad2=25)

$ (plength=l.5) (i3=16}

$ (plength2=3.5) (i4-12)

i

GEN3D fileforpipe1

(include (blade. size) )

(include (pipe. size) )

translate {i3} (plength/2.} 1.05

nsets front I00

seers back 400

exit
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GREPOS file for pipe 1:FASTQ input for pipe2:
IIIII IIII

revcen (xS) 0.0 0.0

revolve y 180

offset x 0.00001 z (-bthick/2.+O.O001}

exit

J -- ii I

¢'-title
pipe

(include (pipe. size ) )

{include (bl ads. s iz e ) }

point 1 {xS} {y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.) - pr - pr)

point 2 {xS} {y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.) - pt }

point 3 {xS} (y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.) }

point 4 (xS) (y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.) - 2*pr -pt }

point 5 (xS} {y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.) - 2epr -2*pr}

line 1 str 2 3 0 (ithick2}

line 2 circ 2 4 1 (irad2}

line 3 str 4 5 0 (ithick2}

line 4 circ 3 5 1 (irad2}

line 5 circ 4 2 1 {irad2}

line 6 circ 5 3 1 {irad2}

region 1 4 -1 -2 -3 -4

region 2 5 -1 -5 -3 -6

exit

GEN3D file for pipe2:

{include (pipe. size) }

translate {i4} (plength2} 1.08

ssets front 401

exit

GREPOS file for pipe2:
I I I

(include (blade. size) )

( include (pipe. s ize ) }

revcen {xS} 0.0 0.0

revolve y 180

offset x 0.00001 z (-bthick/2.+O.OOOl+plength/2.}

exit
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FASTQ input for clamp:

title

cl_m_

(include (pipe. size) )

{include (blade. size ) }

{include (clam_. size) }

point 1 -4.0 (y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.) - 2*pr -2*pr)

point 2 4.0 {y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.) - 2*pr -2*pr}

point 3 4.0 {y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.14159*30./180.) - 2*pr -2*pr - cheight)

point 4 -4.0 (y5 - (bthick/2.)/tan(3.141S9*30./180.) - 2*pr -2*pr - cheight}

line 1 str 1 2 0 8

line 2 str 2 3 0 2

line 3 str 3 4 0 8

line 4 str 4 1 0 2

region 1 1 -I -2 -3 -4

nodebc 300 3

sidebc 30 1

exit

clamp.size:

C $ (cthick=0.S} {coffset=0.31} )

$ {cheight=l. 0 }

iii

GEN3D file for clamp:

(include (blade. size) )

(include (pipe. size) }

(include (clamp. size) )

translate 2 {cthick}

sset back 31

exit

GREPOS fileforclamp:
I

_ {include (blade. size) }

(include (clamp. size) }

offset z (cthick+coffset-bthick/2.}

exit

i
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GJOIN file for blade, pipe, and clamp:

_W'-blade. g

, pipe1 .g
no

exit

yes

pipe2, g

no

exit

yes

clamp.g

no

exit

no

pcut. g

PRONTO3D input file:

_TITLE

Pipe Cutting Simulation

Shourglass stiffness 0.01 0.03

TERMINATION TIME = 4.E-3

PLOT TIME = 4.e-5

OUTPUT TIME = 4.e-5

write restart = 8.e-5

function 1

0.01.0

1.01.0

end

MATERIAL, i, ELASTIC, .00074

YOUNGS MODULUS, 30E6

POISONS RATIO, .3333

END

MATERIAL, 2, plh strength , .00074

YOUNGS MODULUS, 30E6

POISONS RATIO, .3

yield stress, 38.8e3

hardening constant 93.6e3

hardening exponent 0.4539

luders strain 0. 21

failure value 1.27

decay constant 0.7

END

MATERIAL, 3, plh strength , .00074

YOUNGS MODULUS, 30E6

POISONS RATIO, .3

yield stress, 38.8e3

hardening constant 93.6e3

hardening exponent 0.4539

luders strain 0.021

failure value 1.27

decay constaJ1t 0.7

END
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PRONTO3D input file (contd):
I_'l'l_ZKt., 4, ];)lh strength , .00074

YOUN_ MODULUS, 30E6

POISONS RATIO, .3 ,'

yield stress, 38.8e3

hardening constant 93.6e3

hardening exponent 0.4539

luders strain 0.021

failure value 1.27

decay constant 0 • 7

END

MATERIAL, 5, plh strength , .00074

YOUNGS MODULUS, 30E6

POISONS RATIO, .3

yield stress, 38.8e3

hardening constant 93.6e3

hardening exponent 0.4539

luders strain 0. 021

failure value 1.27

decay constant 0.7

END

death 2 decay rain 0.I

death 3 decay Min 0.1

prescribed VELOCITY y 200 1 -1187.5

INITLEL VELOCITY MATERIAL 1 0. -1187.5 0.

no displacement z I00

no displacement y 300

PLOT ELEMENT = vonmises, pressure

plot state = e_s

PLOT NODAL DISPLACEMENT, REACTION, VELOCITY, ACCELERATION

contact surface 400 401 fixed

CONTACT material 1

CONTACT material 2

CONTACT material 3

EXIT
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A2.3.5 Elastic-Plastic Bar Impacting Bricks

makefile:

i_..j,, I I
Vbricks.g2d: brlcks.fsq _N_

fastq -a_repro -m bricks.g2d -- bricks.fsq i

brlcks.g: bricks.g2d brlcks.g_n3d
gen3d bricks.g2d bricks,g <bricks.gen3d

bricks.gxz bricks.g

@xoxdrbricks.g bricks.gx

wall.g2d: wall.fsq

fastq -m wall.g2d -- wall.fsq

wall.g: wall,g2d wall.gen3d

gen3d wall.g2d wall,g <wall.gen3d

brick_wall.gx: brick_wall.g

exoxdr brick_wall.g brick_wall.gx

rod.g2d: rod.fsq

fastq -m rod.g2d -- rod.fsq

rod.g: rod.g2d rod.gen3d

gen3d rod.g2d rod.g <rod.gen3d

brick_wall.g: bricks.g wall.g rod.g

gJoin < brick_wall.gin

i
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FASTQ file for bricks:

TITLE POINT IIi {. 5+e) (. 5+e}

STEEL ReD HITTING BRICKS POINT 112 {1.5-o} (.5+e}

$ {e = .005} POINT 113 {l.5-e} {I, ._

POINT 1 (0. +e} (0. +e} POINT I14 (. S+o) (1 -e)

POINT 2 {l.-e} {0.+0}

POINT 3 {l.-e) (.5-0} LINE Iii STR iii 112 0 10

POINT 4 (0.+e} {.5-e} LINE 112 STR 112 113 0 5
LINE 113 STR 113 I14 0 10

LINE 1 STR 1 2 0 i0 LINE 114 STR llA iii 0 5

LINE 2 STR 2 3 0 5

LINE 3 STR 3 A 0 10 REGION iii 1 -iii -112 -113 -i14

LINE 4 STR 4 1 0 5

REGION 1 1 -i -2 -3 -4

POINT 121 (l.5+e) (.5+e)

POINT 122 {2.5-e) {0.5+e)

POINT 123 (2.5-e} {l.-e)

POINT ii (l.+e} (0.+e} POINT 124 {l.5+e} (l.-e}

POINT 12 {2.-e} (0.+e}

POINT 13 {2.-e} {.5-e} LINE 121 STR 121 122 0 10

POINT 14 (l.+e) (.5-e} LINE 122 STR 122 123 0 S
LINE 123 STR 123 124 0 10

LINE ii STR II 12 0 10 LINE 124 STR 124 121 0 5

LINE 12 STR 12 13 0 5

LINE 13 STR 13 14 0 i0 REGION 121 1 -121 -122 -123 -124

LINE 14 STR 14 ii 0 5

REGION Ii 1 -Ii -12 -13 -14
POINT 131 (2.5+e) {.5+e)

POINT 132 (3.0-e) (0.5+e)

POINT 133 {3.0-e} (l.-e)

POINT 21 {2.+e} (0.+e) POINT 134 (2.5+e} {l.-e}

POINT 22 (3.-e) (0.+e)

POINT 23 {3.-e} {.5-e} LINE 131 STR 131 132 0 5

POINT 24 {2.+e) {.S-e) LINE 132 STR 132 133 0 5
LINE 133 STR 133 134 0 5

LINE 21 STR 21 22 0 10 LINE 134 STR 134 131 0 S

LINE 22 STR 22 23 0 5

LINE 23 STR 23 24 0 I0 REGION 131 1 -131 -132 -133 -134

LINE 24 STR 24 21 0 5

REGION 21 1 -21 -22 -23 -24

$ THIRD ROW

POINT 201 (0.+e} (l.+e)

$ SECOND ROW POINT 202 {l.-e} {l.+e)
POINT 203 {l.-e} (l.5-e)

POINT 101 (0.+e) (_+e) POINT 204 {0.+e} (l.5-e}

POINT 102 (.5-e} {0.5+e)

POINT 103 (.5-e} {l.-e) LINE 201 STR 201 202 0 I0

POINT 104 {0.+e} {l.-e} LINE 202 STR 202 203 0 5
LINE 203 STR 203 204 0 10

LINE 101 STR 101 102 0 5 LINE 204 STR 204 201 0 5

LINE 102 STR 102 103 0 5

LINE 103 STR 103 104 0 5 REGION 201 1 -201 -202 -203 -204

LINE 104 STR 104 I01 0 5

REGION i01 1 -101 -102 -103 -104
PO;NT 211 (l.+e) (l.+e)

POINT 212 (2.-e} (l.+e)

POINT 213 {2.-e} {1.5-e)

POINT 214 (l.+e} (1.5-e)
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FASTQ file for bricks (contd):

LINE 211 STR 211 212 0 i0 REGION 321 1 -321 -322 -323 -324

LINE 212 STR 212 213 0 5 '

LINE 213 STR 213 214 0 i0

LINE 214 STR 214 211 0 5

POINT 331 (2.5+e) {l.5+e}

REGION 211 1 -211 -212 -213 -214 POINT 332 (3.0-e) (1.5+@)

POINT 333 (3.0-e} {2.-e}

POINT 334 {2.5+e} (2.-e}

POINT 221 (2.+e} {I. +e} LINE 331 STR 331 332 0 5

POINT 222 {3.-e} (I. +e} LINE 332 STR 332 333 0 5

POINT 223 {3.-e} {l.5-e} LINE 333 STR 333 334 0 5

POINT 224 (2.+e) (l.5-e} LINE 334 STR 334 331 0 5

LINE 221 STR 221 222 0 i0 REGION 331 1 -331 -332 -333 -334

LINE 222 STR 222 223 0 5

LINE 223 STR 223 224 0 I0

LINE 224 STR 224 221 0 5

$ FIFTH ROW

REGION 221 1 -221 -222 -223 -224

POINT 401 (0.+e} {2.+e}

POINT 402 {l.-e} (2. +e)

POINT 403 {l.-e} {2.5-e)

POINT 404 {0.+e} (2.5-e}

$ FOURTH ROW

LINE 401 STR 401 402 0 I0

POINT 301 (0.+e} {l.5+e} LINE 402 STR 402 403 0 5

POINT 302 {.5-e} {l.5+e} LINE 403 STR 403 404 0 i0

POINT 303 (.5-e} {2.0-e} LINE 404 STR 404 401 0 5

POINT 304 {0.+e} {2.0-e}

REGION 401 1 -401 -402 -403 -404

LINE 301 STR 301 302 0 5

LINE 302 STR 302 303 0 5

LINE 303 STR 303 304 0 5

LINE 304 STR 304 301 0 5 POINT 411 {l.+e} (2.+e)

POINT 412 (2.-e} (2. +e)

REGION 301 1 -301 -302 -303 -304 POINT 413 {2.-e} {2.5-e}

POINT 414 (1.+e} {2.5-e)

LINE 411 STR 411 412 0 i0

POINT 311 {.5+e} {l.5+e) LINE 412 STR 412 413 0 5

POINT 312 {l.5-e} {l.5+e} LINE 413 STR 413 414 0 i0

POINT 313 {l.5-e} {2.-e} LINE 414 STR 414 411 0 5

POINT 314 {.5+e} (2.-e}

REGION 411 1 -411 -412 -413 -414

LINE 311 STR 311 312 0 i0

LINE 312 STR 312 313 0 5

LINE 313 STR 313 314 0 i0

LINE 314 STR 314 311 0 5 POINT 421 {2.+e} {2. +e)

POINT 422 {3.-e} {2. +e}

REGION 311 1 -311 -312 -313 -314 POINT 423 (3.-e} {2.5-e}

POINT 424 {2.+e} {2.5-e)

LINE 421 STR 421 422 0 i0

POINT 321 {l.5+e} {l.5+e} LINE 422 STR 422 423 0 5

POINT 322 {2.5-e) (1.5+e} LINE 423 STR 423 424 0 i0

' POINT 323 (2.5-e} (2.-e} LINE 424 STR 424 421 0 5

POINT 324 (l.5+e) (2.-e}

REGION 421 1 -421 -422 -423 -424

LINE 321 STR 321 322 0 i0

LINE 322 STR 322 323 0 5

LINE 323 STR 323 324 0 I0

T.TwR _4 _m1_ _ _71 N _ EXIT
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GEN3D file for bricks:

FASTQ file for wall:

wall

point 1 5.5 0.

point 2 5. 85355 .35355

point 4 .5 5.

point 3 .85355 5.35355

line 1 str 1 2 0 5

line 2 str 2 3 0 70

line 3 str 3 4 0 5

line 4 str 4 1 0 70

region 1 3 -i -2 -3 -4

GEN3D file for wall:

[[[[[

translate 9 1.5

offset 0.05 0 05 .5

exit

FASTQ file for rod:
-I

title

brick wall example

$ STEEL ROD

POINT 500 1.25 0.

POINT 501 1.75 0.

POINT 502 1.75 -.5

POINT 503 1.25 -.5

LINE 501 STR 500 501 0 5

LINE 502 STR 501 502 0 5

LINE 503 STR 502 503 0 5

LINE 504 STR 503 500 0 5

REGION 500 2 -501 -502 -503 -504

EXIT

GEN3D file for rod: _._

translate 30 5

offset 0. 0. 3.

_ exit

ii
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GREPOS file for bricks, wall, and rod:

bricks, g

wall. g

no
exit

yes

rod. g

no

exit

no

__brick_wall. g _4i

PRONTO3D input file:
II i _

title
MULTI-BOBY CONTACT test problem

TERMINATION TIME = .0005

PLOT TIME = .00001

OUTPUT TIME - .00001

MATERIAL, i, ELASTIC, .00074

YOUNGS MODULUS, 30E6

POISONS RATIO, .3333

END

MATERIAL, 2, ELASTIC, .0074

YOUNGS MODULUS, 30E6

POISONS RATIO, .3333

END

MATERIAL, 3, ELASTIC plastic, .0005

YOUNGS MODULUS, 16E6

POISONS RATIO, .3333

hardening modulus I000.

beta = 1

yield stress = i0000.

END

INITIAL VELOCITY MATERIAL 2 0. , 2500. , 0.

PLOT ELEMENT =

PLOT NODAL DISPLACEMENT, VELOCITY, ACCELERATION

CONTACT MATERIAL 1

CONTACT MATERIAL 2

CONTACT MATERIAL 3

EXIT
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A2.3.6 Forging of a Copper Billet

FASTQ file:
TITLE

RIVET PROBLEM FOR CONTACT SURFACE CHECK

POINT 1 0._, 0.0

POINT 2 2.0 0°0

POINT 3 2.2 0.0

POINT 4 0.0 0.2

POINT 5 9.0 0.2

POINT 6 2.9 0.9

POINT 7 9.0 9.95

POINT 8 9..2 3.0

POINT 9 4.0 3.0

POINT i0 2.0 3.2

POINT ii 9-.25 3. 9`

POINT 12 4.0 3.2

POINT 13 0.0 0.2

POINT 14 1.75 0.9

POINT 15 1.75 6.2

POINT 16 0.0 6.2

POINT 17 0.0 6.2

POINT 18 4.0 6.2

POINT 19 4.0 7.2

POINT 9.0 0.0 7.9

POINT 91 2.95 3.0

POINT 92 9.20 9.95

POINT 23 2.95 2.95

LINE 1 STR 1 3 0 1

LINE 2 STR 3 22 0 1

LINE 3 STR 21 9 0 1

LINE 4 STR 4 5 0 1

LINE 5 STR 5 7 0 1

LINE 6 STR ii 12 0 1

LINE 7 STR 1 4 0 1

LINE 8 STR 5 3 0 1

LINE 9 STR 8 i0 0 1

LINE i0 STR 9 19. 0 1

LINE 13 STR 13 14 0 20

LINE 14 STR 14 15 0 80

LINE 15 STR 16 15 0 20

LINE 16 STR 13 16 0 80

LINE 17 STR 17 18 0 1

LINE 18 STR 18 19 0 1

LINE 19 STR 20 19 0 1

LINE 20 STR 17 20 0 1

LINE 9.1 CIRC 21 29 23 45

LINE 22 CIRC ii 7 9.3 45

LINE 23 STR 7 22 0 1

LINE 24 STR 21 ii 0 1

REGION 1 1 -i -8 -4 -7

REGION 2 1 -2 -9.3 -5 -8

REGION 3 1 -3 -i0 -6 -24

REGION & 2 -13 -14 -15 -16

REGION 5 3 -17 -18 -19 -20

REGION 6 1 -21 -24 -22 -23

NODEBC 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 21 22

NODEBC 1 16 17 18 19 20

NODEBC 2 17 18 19 20

SIDEBC I00 4 5 6 22

SIDEBC 200 13 14 15

SIDEBC 300 17

SIDEBC 400 14 15

EXIT
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SANTOS2D input file:

TITLE

RIVET PROBLEM - CHECK FOR CONTACT SURFACES

• AXISYMMETRIC

STEP CONTROL

_. 500 I.

END

OUTPUT TIME

i0 I.

END

PLOT TIME

5 i.

END

TIME STEP SCALE = 0.75

MINIMUM DAMPING FACTOR = .8

RESIDUAL TOLERANCE, 0.5

MAXIMUM TOLERANCE, i00.

MAXIMUM ITERATIONS, 2000

INTERMEDIATE PRINT, i0

PLOT NODAL = DISPLACEMENT

PLOT STATE = EQPS

PLOT ELEMENT = VONMISES, PRESSURE, STRESS, STRAIN

FUNCTION, 1

0.0,0.0

1.0,i.0

END

MATERIAL, i, ELASTIC, I.

YOUNGS MODULUS = 30.E6

POISSONS RATIO = 0.3

END

MATERIAL, 2, EP POWER HARD, i.

YOUNGS MODULUS = 17.0E+6

POISSONS RATIO = 0.35

HARDENING CONSTANT = 50.0E+3

HARDENING EXPONENT = .31

YIELD STRESS = !5.5E+3

LUDER STRAIN = 0.0

END

MATERIAL, 3, ELASTIC, i.

YOUNGS MODULUS = 30.E+6,

POISSONS RATIO = q.3

END

CONTACT SURFACE, I00, 200, 0., I.E-10

CONTACT SURFACE, 300, 400, 0., I.E-10

NO DISPLACEMENT, X, 3

• NO DISPLACEMENT, Y, 3

NO DISPLACEMENT, X, 1

PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENT, Y, 2, I, -2.5

EXIT
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